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ABSTRACT 
This study embodies a iini£ied approach to the study of 
s ing le and joint probsQ^ility density function (pdf) of the 
concomitants of order s t a t i s t i c s and their single and product 
moments from some bivariate continuous distributions. Some 
combinatorial ident i t ies are a l s o obtained. 
The work contained in t h i s thes i s i s spread over in seven 
chapters. A comprehensive l i s t of references relevant to our 
study material has been given at the end. 
Chapter One, i s expository in nature and provides a brief 
review of the concepts and re su l t s concerning order s t a t i s t i c s 
and concomitants of order s t a t i s t i c s , used in sxibsequent 
chapters. 
In Chapter Two, the s ing le and joint pdf of the concomitants 
of ordered s t a t i s t i c s for b ivar iate Burr II d is tr ibut ion are 
derived and their moment generating function (mgf) and cumulant 
generating function (cgf) are obtained. Also the ir means, 
variances and covariances are tedaulated. The bivariate l o g i s t i c 
d i s tr ibut ion has been considered as a particular case of the 
b ivar iate Burr II dis tr ibut ion. 
Chapter Three contains the s ingle and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s for bivariate Burr III 
d i s tr ibut ion and their s ing le and product moments are obtained. 
Also the i r means and product moments are tabulated. 
In Chapter Four, the s ingle and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s a re derived for b ivar ia te Burr 
XII d i s t r ibu t ion and their s ingle and product moments are 
obtained. Also their means and product moments are tedsulated. 
Bivariate Lomax and bivariate log - l og i s t i c distr ibutions are 
considered as a particular cases of the bivariate Burr XII 
d i s t r ibu t ion . 
In Chapter Five, the s ing le and joint pdf of the 
concomiteuits of ordered s t a t i s t i c s are derived for Gumbel's 
b ivar ia te Weibull distribution and t h e i r moments are obtained. 
Also the i r means and variances are tabulated. Bivariate Rayleigh 
and b iva r i a t e exponential d i s t r ibu t ions are considered as a 
par t icu lar cases of bivariate Weibull distr ibution. 
Chapter Six, the pdf of the concomiteints of ordered 
s t a t i s t i c s are derived for Marshall and Olkin's bivariate Weibull 
d i s t r ibu t ion and their moments are obtained. Also their means and 
variances are tabulated. Bivariate Rayleigh emd b iva r ia te 
exponential distributions are considered as a particular cases of 
bivar ia te Weibull distribution. 
In Chapter Seven, the s ing le and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s are derived for b iva r i a t e 
Pareto d i s t r ibu t ion and their s ingle and product moments are 
obtained. Also their means and product moments are tabulated. 
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PREFACE 
This study embodies a unified approach to the study of 
single and joint probc±)ility density function (pdf) of the 
concomitants of order statistics and their single and product 
moments from some bivariate continuous distributions. Some 
combinatorial identities are also obtained. 
The work contained in this thesis is spread over in seven 
chapters. A comprehensive list of references relevant to our 
study material has been given at the end. 
Chapter One, is expository in nature and provides a brief 
review of the concepts and results concerning order statistics 
and concomitants of order statistics, used in subsequent 
chapters. 
In Chapter Two, the single and joint pdf of the concomitants 
of ordered statistics for bivariate Burr II distribution are 
derived and their moment generating function (mgf) and cumulant 
generating function (cgf) are obtained. Also their means, 
variances and covariances are tabulated. The bivariate logistic 
distribution has been considered as a particular case of the 
bivariate Burr II distribi^tion. 
Chapter Three contains the single and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered statistics for bivariate Burr III 
distribution and their single and product moments are obtained. 
Also their means and product moments are tabulated. 
II 
In Chapter Four, the single and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s are derived for bivariate Burr 
XII d i s t r ibu t ion and their s ingle and product moments are 
obtained. Also their means and product moments are tabulated. 
Bivariate Lomax and bivariate log - logis t ic dis tr ibut ions are 
considered as a particular cases of the bivariate Burr XII 
d i s t r ibu t ion . 
In Chapter Five, the s ingle and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s are derived for Gumbel's 
b ivar ia te Weibull distribution and their moments are obtained. 
Also t h e i r means and variances are tabulated. Bivariate Rayleigh 
and b ivar ia te exponential d i s t r ibut ions are considered as a 
par t i cu la r cases of bivariate Weibull distribution. 
Chapter Six, the pdf of the concomitants of ordered 
s t a t i s t i c s are derived for Marshall and Olkin's bivariate Weibull 
d i s t r ibu t ion and their moments are obtained. Also their means and 
variances are tabulated. Bivariate Rayleigh and b iva r ia te 
exponential distributions are considered as a particular cases of 
b ivar ia te Weibull distribution. 
In Chapter Seven, the s ingle and joint pdf of the 
concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s are derived for b iva r i a t e 
Pareto dis tr ibut ion and their s ingle and product moments are 
obtained. Also their means and product moments are tabulated. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
We have defined and explained the different concepts and results 
in this Chapter, which may be helpful to understeuid and 
appreciate the results presented in the subsequent Chapters. 
1.1. Order Statistics and Their Distributions 
Let us assume that Xi, X2, . . . , Xn is a random sanple from an 
absolutely continuous population with probability density 
function (pdf) f (x) and distribution function (df) F(x) . Let the 
variables Xj, i = 1, 2, . . . , n be arranged in ascending order 
and written as X^.ji - X2:n * ••• - ^nm- Then the ordered 
variate Xr-:n • r = 1, 2, . . . , n is called the r^h order 
s ta t is t ic . 
The pdf of the r^h order s tat is t ic is 
f^  „(x) = ~ [ F ( x ) ] ^ ' ^ [1-F{x)]""^ f (x) ; -«. < X < « 
^•^ ( r - l ) ! ( n - r ) I 
• • • • • • • • • • \ ^ a ^ » ^ / 
The pdfs of the smallest and largest order s tat is t ics can be 
obtained from ( l . l . l ) by putting r = 1 and r = n respectively. 
The distribution function of X^.^ is obtained by 
F^ j^^ (x) = P(Xj-:n ^ X) 
= P(at least r of X ,^ X2, . . . , X^  are at most x) 
n 
= Y P ( exac t l y i of Xi, X2, . . . , Xn a re a t most x) 
i = r 
n 
= I 




[ F ( x ) ] ^ t l - F ( x ) ] n - a -00 < X < w 
(1 .1 .2 ) 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p between b inomia l sums and the incomplete 
be ta func t ion 
(a+b-1) ! r a - l 
I (a ,b) = u^ ^ (1-u 




i = a 
a+b-1 
i 
i ,. . a + b - l - i X (1-x) (1 .1 .3 ) 
where I (a,b) is incomplete beta function, we have 






"• r r-l n-r 
u (1-u)" ^ du = I„, , (r, n-r+1) 
-1)! (n-r)! J F(x) 
(1.1.4) 
The pdf of t h e r^h order s t a t i s t i c s can a l s o be ob ta ined by 
d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g (1.1.4) w . r . t x . 
The k^h moment of Xj-:n i s 
^ r : n - ^<^r :n) = { - ' f r :n ( -^ ^ (1 .1 .5 ) 
The j o i n t p r o b a b i l i t y d e n s i t y f u n c t i o n of Xj.:n and Xg.^ 
(1 i r < s s n) i s 




' ^ ' S = " ~ (r-l .) ! ( s - r -1) ! (n-s) ! 
( 1 . 1 . 6 ; 
The joint pdf of the smallest and largest order statistics is 
obtained by setting r = 1 and s = n in (1.1.6). 
Similarly, by setting s = r+1 in (1.1.6), we obtain the joint pdf 
of two consecutive order statistics, Xj-:n and Xj-^ .^n ^^  -^- n-1) . 
The joint distribution function of Xj-..n ^ ^^ Xg-^ (1 ^  r <s * n) 
can be obtained for x < y as 
^r,s:n^'''y^ = P(Xr:n ^  x, X^-.n ^ y) 
= P(at least r of X^, X2, ... , Xn are at most x and 
at least s of X^, X2, ... , Xn are at most y) 
n j 
= y ^ P(exactly i of X^, X2, ... , Xn are at most x 
j=s i=r 
and exactly j of X^, X2, ... , Xn are at most y) 
^ ^ n! 
= y y :^ ;— [F(x)]^ [F(y)-F(x)]^~^ [l-F(y)]""^ 
^ > i! (j-i) ! (n-j) ! 
3=s i=r 
(1.1.7) 
By u s i n g t h e i d e n t i t y (Arnold e t al. , 1992), 
^ ^ i U j - i ) : ( n - j ) i ^ l ' P 2 - P l ' ^ " ' - P 2 ' " " ^ 
]=s i = r 
= f' f' u^-^ (v -u )^ -^ -^ (1 -v)^-^ dv du 
J J ( r - 1 ) ! ( s - r - 1 ) ! ( n - s ) ! 
0 u 
0 < P^ < P2 < 1 
(1 .1 .8 ) 
equation (1.1.7) can also be expressed as 
F(x) F(y) 
F^ o m(x,y) = — r f u^~^ (v-u)^"^"^ 
^.s:n ^ (r-l)!(s-r-1) ! (n-s) ! J J 
0 u 
(1-u)^'^ dv du (1.1.9) 
= ^F(x) ,F(y)<^ ' ^ -^ ' ^-^^^^ '• - < X < y < » 
(1.1.10) 
which i s incomple te b i v a r i a t e b e t a f u n c t i o n . 
I t may be n o t e d t h a t for x ^ y 
^ r , s : n ( ^ ' y ) = ^s:n<y) ^ ' • ' • " ' ^ 
Two well known relations for the independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d) case due to Srikantan (1962) and 
Govindarajulu (1963) are : 
n 





i-n+r-1 i - 1 





^:i(^^ 1 s r s n 
(1.1.12) 
n 
^r:n(^) = I ^-^^""' 
i=r 
•\ r '\ 
i - 1 
r - 1 
n 
i F. .(X) 1:1 (1.1.13) 
For the i.i.d. case, Srikantan (1962) further established that 
s-1 n 
^ r , s : n ( ^ ' y ) = I I (-1) 












. . . ( 1 . 1 . 1 4 ) 1 , j+1 :m 
from which , on us ing the d u a l i t y p r i n c i p l e , Balasubramanian and 
B a l a k r i s h n a n (1993) ob ta ined t h e r e l a t i o n : 
n - r n . . . . _ 
^ r , s : n ( ^ ' y ) = I I (-^) 
j = s - r m=r+j 
. . . ( 1 . 1 . 1 5 ) 
The product moments of the jth and k^h order of Xj-.^ and Xg-n 
(1 s r < s =£ n) is given by 
s-m j - 1 
s - r - 1 
m - j - l 
r - 1 
n 
m 
V. J K. J \. J 
F m-: , ( X , 
m:m ' 
y) • 
"r^s^n = ^'4:n ^S:n' ' J \ -' v'^ *r,s:n<-'y' ^ ^^ 
-oo<x<y«» 
(1.1.16) 
For checking the accuracy of the calculation, one may use the 
relation (David, 1981) 
n 




y y E(X^ X^ ^) = n E(X^^^^h + n(n-l) E (X^ ) E(X^) L L r:n s:n 
r=l s=l 




\ \ Cov(Xj..^ , Xg.^) = n var(x) (1.1.19) 
r=l s=l 
where E(X^) = E(X^,^) . 
Order statistics and functions of order statistics play an 
important role in statistical theory and methodology. Floods and 
droughts, longevity, breaking strength, aeronautics, 
oceanography, components and devices of various kinds can all be 
studied by the theory of extreme values. The range is widely 
used, particularly in statistical quality control, as an estimate 
of standard deviation. 
By applying the Gauss-Markov theorem of least squares, it is 
possible to use linear functions of order statistics for 
estimating the parameters of distribution functions. This is very 
useful particularly when some of the observations in the saitple 
have been "censored" since in that case standard methods of 
estimation tend to become laborious or otherwise unsatisfactory 
(Lloyd, 1952) . Life tests provide an ideal illustration of the 
advantage of order statistics in censored data. Since such an 
experiment may take a long time to complete, it is often 
advantageous to stop after failure of the first r out of n 
similar items under test. 
1.2. Concomitants of Order Statistics 
Let (Xi.Yi) (i = 1, 2, ... , n) be n pairs of independent random 
variables having a common bivariate distribution corresponding to 
(X,y) . When the X^'s are arranged in nondecreasing order then the 
Y-variate associated with the r^ h order statistics Xj-.^/ denoted 
as Y[j-.n] , is called the concomitant of the r^ h order statistic 
(David, 1973) . 
The occurrence of concomitants in a variety of contexts 
independently prompted also another term - induced order 
statistics [Bhattacharya (1974) and Sen (1976)]. David et al. 
(1977) studied the small sample theory of distribution and 
expected value of the rank of Y[j.:n] • The exact and asymptotic 
distribution theory of Y^ j-.^ ] and of its rank was studied by Yang 
(1977) when (Xi,Yi), i = 1, 2, . . . , n are from an arbitrary 
absolutely continuous bivariate population. As pointed out by Sen 
(1981), linear functions of concomitants may also be viewed as 
mixed rank statistics (Ghosh and Sen, 1971) . 
The most important use of concomitants arises in selection 
procedures when k (< n) individuals are chosen on the basis of 
their X-values. Then the corresponding Y-values represent 
performance on an associated characteristic. For example, if the 
top k out of n bulls, as judged by their genetic make up, are 
selected for breeding, then Yr^-k+lrn]» ••• ' Y[n:n] might 
represent the average milk yields of their female offspring. Or X 
might be the score on a screening test and Y the score on a later 
test. There are related problems dealing with the estimation of 
parameters from data in which selection has taken place. 
Concomitants of order statistics arise very naturally when 
bivariate data (xi,yi) , i = 1, 2, ..., n, are censored. Three 
kinds of censoring may usefully be distinguished (Watterson, 
1959) : (a) Censoring of certain x^.^ and of the corresponding 
yr. ,; (b) Censoring of certain yr-. -i only ; and (c) Censoring 
of certain x. only. For example, (b) occurs when the x. (i = 
1, 2, ... , n) are entrance scores and the y,- n (i = k+1, k+2, 
•' [1 :n] 
. . . , n) later scores of the successful candidates. On the other 
hand, (c) applies in a life test terminated after n-k failures 
when measurements on some associated variable are available for 
all n items. 
In the bivariate normal case Watterson (1959) obtains various 
linear estimates which are unbiased but have variances depending 
on population correlation coefficient (p) . For case (a) , maximum 
likelihood methods were used for linear estimates by Harrell and 
Sen (1979). 
The r e s u l t i n g burst in the study of concomitants as a c lass of 
s t a t i s t i c s has been reviewed in David (1981, 1982) and 
Bhattacharya (1984). I t i s shown that a s imulat ion method 
suggested by Efron (1990) for more ef f ic ien t ly approximating 
boots t rap d is t r ibu t ions i s c l o s e l y related to the techniques 
based on concomitants of order s t a t i s t i c s (Do & Hal l , 1992) . 
I n t e r e s t i n g applications of concomitants of order s t a t i s t i c s , 
e i t h e r as an underlying model or as a tool in s t a t i s t i c a l 
inference, are in se lec t ion and es t imat ion procedures, est imation 
of regress ion and c o r r e l a t i o n coeff icient , es t imat ion for 
censored b ivar ia te data, double sampling, the b i v a r i a t e normal 
popla t ion and the simple l i n e a r regress ion model, [Barnett et al. 
(1976), David et al. (1977), Yang (1977), Galambos (1978), David 
(1982), Nagaraja and David (1994)] . 
1.3. Basic Distribution Theory of Concomitants of Order 
S t a t i s t i c s 
Quite general resu l t s may be obta ined by conditioning on X (Yang, 
1977). Let (Xi,Yi) (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) be n independent random 
va r i ab le s having a common b i v a r i a t e df F(x,y) and pdf f ( x , y ) . I t 
i s a l so assumed that f(x,y) i s continuous. Since (Xi,Yi) , (i = 1, 
2, . . . , n) are independent and iden t ica l ly d i s t r i b u t e d random 
va r i ab l e s , the condit ional pdf of Y[j-:n] given Xj-.n = x i s 
fyr 1 ( y l X r : n = x) = f ( y | x ) 
^ [ r : n j 




where f (x) is the pdf of Xyn, the r^ h order statistic, as 
r: n J-. 11 
given in (1.1.1), and f{ylx) is the conditional pdf of Y given X. 
The kth moment of Y[j-.n] / the rth concomitant of order 
statistic, (1 s r s n) is given by 
^[r!n] = ^^^^r:n]^ = ! Y^" ^[r-.n] ^y^ ^^ '• k = 1, 2, 
(1.3.2) 
S i m i l a r l y , t h e j o i n t pdf of two concomitants Yfj-.^] and Y [ s : n ] ' 
l i r < s ^ n i s 
«. ^2 
= J J f(y^lx^) f(y2lx2) f r , s :n (^l '^2) ^ 1 ^ 2 
- 0 0 - 0 0 
( 1 . 3 . 3 ) 
where, f^ s-n^^l'^2^ ^^  ^^® joint pdf of two order statistics 
Xr:n and Xg.n as given in (1.1.6) and f (y^ lx^ ) & f(y2lx2) are the 
conditional pdf of Yi given X^ and Y2 given X2 respectively. 
The product moments of the jth ^nd kth order of two concomitants 
Ytr:n] and Y[s:n] is given by 
^[risln] = E(Yir:n3 ^s.-n^^ = 1 1 ^ 1 ^ 2 ^[r, s:n] (yi'y2) ^^1 ^^2 
(1.3.4) 
More generally, for 1 s r^  < r^ < . . . < r^^ 2 n, we have 
Y [ r i : n ] ' • • • ' ^ [ r k : n ] i ^ 

















dx. dx- . . . 
so show that, 
X 








( 1 . 3 . 5 ) 
( 1 . 3 . 6 ) 
•^s : n ' ^ [ r :n ] J r , s :n 
- c o 
By ( 1 . 3 . 5 ) and ( 1 . 3 . 6 ) , i t can b e shown t h a t 
^ ^ ^ [ r : n ] ^ = E [E (YilXi = X r : n ) ] ; 
V a r ( Y [ i . : n ] ) = E [ v a r ( Y i l X i = Xj-jn)] + Var [E(YilXi = X j - jn ) ] ; 
Cov(Y[i : :n] « Y [ s : n ] ) = Cov[E(YilXi = Xj-:n) / E (YilXi=Xs-n) ] , ( r*s) ; 
C o v ( X s . n , Y [ r : n ] ) = Cov [Xg.n. E ( Y i ( X i = Xj - .n ) ] -
( 1 . 3 . 7 ) 
Suppose that Xi and Yi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) have means ii„, ix^, 
2 2 
variances a , cr , and are linked by the linear regression model 
dpi < 1) (David, 1981) , 
^Y 
^i = '^ Y -^  ^  — (^ i-^ X^  ^ h ' (1-3-8) 
X 
where the X^ and Zi are mutually independent. Then from (1.3.8) 
it follows that E(Zi) = 0 and Var(Zi) = a^{l-p^) and p=Corr(X,Y), 
In the special case when the Xi and Z± are normal, X^ and Y^ are 
bivariate" normal. Ordering on the X^, we have for r=l, 2, .. , n. 
'^Y 
^[r:n] = ^Y ^ P - (Xr:n-^x) ^ ^ ^r] ' (l-^-^) 
A. 
where z ^ ^^  denotes the particular Z± associated with Xj-.n- In 
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view of the independence of the X^ and the Zi, we see that the 
set of Xj-:n is independent of the Z[i.], the latter being mutually 
independent, each with the same distribution as Z±. Setting 
«r:n = ^ 
Xr:n-^X 
X 
and p^^ „ = Gov 
rs :n 
^r:n-^X s^:n-*^ X 
'X 
(1.3.10) 
r, s = 1, 2, ... , n, we have from (1.3.9) 
^^^[r:n]^ = ^Y ^ P '^Y^rrn ' 
^^^<^[r:n]) = 4 <P' ^ rr:n - ^ " p') '" 
^°^^^r:n' ^ts:n]) = ^  '^ X ^ Y ^rs:n ' 
^°"^^[r:n]' Y[s:n]) = P^ 4Prs:n '" ^  " ^  
In the bivariate normal case, equations (1.3.10) were given by 
Watterson (1959). 
A generalization of (1.3.8) may be noted here. Let Y^ = g(Xi,Zi) 
represent a general regression model of Y on X, where neither the 
Xi nor the Z^ need be identically distributed (but are still 
independent). Then 
r = 1, 2, ... , n (1.3.11) 
From the matual independence of the X^ and the Z^ it follows that 
Z [j-] has the same distribution as the Z^ accompanying X^-n and 
that the Z [j-] are mutually independent (Kim and David, 1990). 
The relations in (1.1.12) and (1.1.13) are also clearly true 
interms of pdf's of concomitants of order statistics. Thus the 
pdf of Y[j-:n] is 
^[r:n] = 9(^ r:n' ^[r]^ ' 
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n 
















i 9[i:i](y) (1.3.13) 




















[l:i] . . (1.3.14) 





For checking the accuracy of the calculations, we have identities 
n 
I ^^'^r-n] ^  = ^  ^ ^^ ^^  ' k = 1, 2, [ :  
r=l 
n n 
I I ^(Y'fr:n] YTs:n]) = " ^ ( 
r=l s=l 
u, V = 1, 2, 
n n 
and I I Cov(y^^^^j, Y^^.^j) = n Var(Y) 
r=l s=l 
where E(Y^) = E(y'j, ,, ) . 
11:1] 
1.4. Some Important Transformations and Formulae 
(1.3.16) 





«!, a2, ... , a 
^1' ^2» • • • ' ^c 
P . 
= I 
" (ai)j^ (a2)„ ... (ap)k , 





is known as the generalized Gauss series or simply, the 
generalized hypergeometric series where 
1 , if n = 0 




In terms of gamma functions, we have 
r(A+n) 
(X) X * 0, -1, -2, 
n r(X) 
is known as Pochhammer symbol (Prudnikov et al. , 1986) 
and the gamma function r(X) is defined by 
(1.4.3) 
r(X) = • 




, Re(X)<0; X * - 1 , -2, -3, ... 
The F series in (1.4.1) converges for |z| < 1 if p = q+1. p q 
Furthermore, if we set 
q p 
j=l j=l 
it is known that the F series, with p = q+1, is (Srivastava & 
p q 
Karlsson, 1985) 
I. absolutely convergent for Izl = 1 if Re(w) > 0, 
II. conditionally convergent for |z| = 1 , z * 1, if -1< Re(w) ^ 0. 
At p = 2 and q = 1, 
a, b 
; z 
c L -1 




k! 2 ^ 
is known as Gauss hypergeometric series. 
Noting that (Srivastava & Karlsson, 1985), 
(1.4.5) 
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(A) ( -1) 
n 
- n ( l -X) n = 1, 2, 3 , . 
X * 0, ±1 , ±2, 
n 
X (X+l) 
(X+m) = m 
m 
X (X+1) 
(X+m+n) = m+n (A), 
m+n 
( A ) „ _ = (X)„ (X+m) 
m+n m n 
. ( 1 . 4 . 6 ) 
. ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) 
. ( 1 . 4 . 8 ) 
. ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) 
fa , b . J _ r ( c ) r ( c -
i [ c ' J r(c-a) r 
a-b) 
, R e ( c - a - b ) > 0, c * 0, - 1 , - 2 , 
2 I I c ' I r(n~Pi) r ( c - b ) 
( 1 . 4 . 1 0 ) 
I t i s known a s G a u s s ' s t heo rem. 
I m p o r t a n t i d e n t i t i e s / r e s u l t s i n h y p e r g e o m e t r i c f u n c t i o n s a r e 
(P rudn ikov et al. , 1986) 
a, 
1 ; c * 0 
F 2 ' ' l 
a , b 
c 
( I -X) - -^ 2 ^ a, c -b ^ 
c ' ' i - x 
( 1 . 4 . 1 1 ) 
( 1 . 4 . 1 2 ) 
-ux dx = (J 
-a r ( c ) r ( a ) r ( a - « ) r ( b - a ) 
r ( a ) r ( b ) r ( c - a ) 
[ 0 < Re a < Re a , Re b ; l a r g w| < TT ] ( 1 . 4 . 1 3 ) 
F 3^2 
F 3^2 
-N, 1, a 
b , a-m 
-N, 1, 1 
; 1 
(b-1) (a-m-1) 
(b+N-1) (a -1) 3 2 
-m, 1, 2 -b 
2 - b - N , 2 - a 
; 1 





-N, m - 1 , 1 
m, 2-N-£ ; 1 
[m = 1, 2 , . . . ; I = 1, 2, . . . ; o r £ = -N, - N - 1 , -N-2, . . . ] 
( 1 . 4 . 1 5 ) 
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F 
a, b, c 
d, a-1 ; 1 = r 
d, d-b-c 
d-b, d-c 1 -
be 
(a-1) (1+b+c-d) 




c, d r(c) r{d) 
F 3*2 . z = -— ) -1) . (I'^'n 
n, d (1-a „ ^ kl n 








; z (1.4.18) 
F 3*2 
a, b, c 
a+1, b+1 ; z (b-a) ^ 2 ^ 
a, c 




a, b, c 
a+1, d ; z (1+a-d) 2 1 
b, c 
J . - F 3*2 ai, a2, a3 
F 3*2 
; -X 










r(bi) r(b2) r(s) r(ai-s) r(a2-s) r{a3-s) 
r(ai) r(a2) r(a3) r(bi-s) r(b2-s) 
[0 < Re s < Re aj ; j = 1, 2, 3] (1.4.21) 
(1-z)"^ = 1^0^^' -' 2) = I 
" ^^^k^ 





(1+z)- = I 
k=0 
p:q;k (ap) : (bq) ; (Cj^ ) 






- 1 I -, 
r=0 s=0 
p q k 
r ! s! 
j = l 
m n 
n < « j ) r . s 11 ( ^ j ) r 11 <^j)s 
j = l j = l j = l 
(1.4.24) 
i s known as kampe de F e r i e t ' s s e r i e s ( S r i v a s t a v a & Karlsson, 
1985) . 
Note that, (Erdelyi et al. , 1954) 
00 
r e"P^ t*' dt = p"^ *^ "^ -"-^  r(v+l) ; Re i^  > -1, Re p >0 
0 
(1.4.25) 
0 < Re M < Re A J X (X-y)*^  dX = ;;-;^3-;^  Y^ 
r(A) 
(1.4.26) 
p ^ r{v) r{ii-v+p) y v-p F 2*1 H+p ' a I x^"^ (a+x)'^ (x+y)"^ dx = 0 r(u+p) a*-
[larg al < n, Re i' > 0, larg y| < TT, Re p > Re (v-ii)] 
(1.4.27) 
00 
J e"P^ t"" (t+a)^^ dt = r(u+l) a"" e"P r{-v, ap) ; 
[larg a| < TT, Re U > -i, Re p > 0] 
where, 
(1.4.28) 
r(a, X) = I ^ " -"-' dt = r(a) - y(a, x) (1.4.29) 
is known as complementary incomplete gamma function with 
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dt y(a, X) = J e t 
0 
known as incomplete gamma function. 
CO 
r(0, X) = [ e"*^  t"-"- dt = E^{x) 
(1.4.30) 
(1.4.31) 
I and I e'^^ t"""- dt = E^(ax) 
Further, (Andrews, 1985), 
d r (x) ^ 
0(x) = — In r(x) = „, ^ = \^ (1) + I 
n=0 
dx r(x)
is known as digamma function and 
n 
0(n+l) = ili(l) + J] -
k=l 








In r{x) = (-1)" •" m! C(m+1, x) ; m = 1, 2, ... 
(1.4.35) 
is known as polygamma functions, 
where - |^ (1) = r = 0.5772156649 ; 
y is known as Euler's constant (Prudnikov et al. , 1986) 
C(z, V) = I 
k=0 ^^+v) 
[Re z > l ; V * 0, -1, -2, ... ] 
(1.4.36) 
is known as Generalized Zeta function 
and C(z, 1) = C{z) (1.4.37) 
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and for v = 1, z =2 
1 TI^  
C(2, 1) =^(2) = Y = — (1.4.38) 
For real positive k & c and a positive integer b 
5] (-1)* ^ B{a+k, c) = B{k, c+b) (1.4.39) 
a=0 ^ ^ 
where B(., .) is the beta function. 
1.5. Some Important Bivariate Continuous Distributions 
Here we give some bivariate distributions whose marginal 
distributions are well-known univariate distributions. 
I. Bivariate Burr II distribution : 
The probability density function (pdf) of the bivariate Burr II 
distribution is given by 
V {v+D e e~^ 
f(x,y) = ; -co < X, y < 00 (1.5.1) 
-X -v ^^ +2 (1+e +e ^) 
I t is also known as generalized bivariate l o g i s t i c distribution. 
The marginal pdf of X i s 
V e - ^ 
f (X) = ; -00 < X < CO (1.5.2) 
-X V + 1 
(1+e ^) 
which is the univariate Burr II distribution. 
If we put V = 1 in (1.5.1), we get the pdf of bivariate logistic 
distribution. The logistic distribution can be used as a growth 
curve as a substitute for the normal distribution and in the 
analysis of quantal response data, (Johnson and Kotz, 1970). 
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II. Bivariate Burr III Distribution : 
The pdf of the bivariate Burr III distribution is given by 
f(x,y) = c(c+l) a^h^x'^^'^ a^k^y''^^'^ {l+a^x'^^+a^y'^^) 
0 < X, y < « k^ , k2, c, a^, a2 > 0 
The marginal pdf of X is 
f(x) = ; 0 < X < 00 k. , c, a. > 0 
d+a^x"'^!) c+1 
1' ^' ~1 
which is the univariate Burr III distribution. 
III. Bivariate Burr XII Distribution : 
The pdf of the bivariate Burr XII distribution is given by 
f(x,y) = c(c+l) a^k^x^^l"^ a2k2y^2-l (i+a^x^Ka^y^^)' ^^''^^ ; 
0 < X, y < 00 k , k_, c, a , a- > 0 
(1.5.5) 
The marginal pdf of X is 
ca^k^x^l"^ 
f (x) = ; 0 < X < 00 k-, c, a_ > 0 
V. c+1 1 1 (1+a^x^l) 
(1.5.6) 
which is the univariate Burr XII distribution. 
If we put c = 1 in (1.5.5), we get the pdf of bivariate log-
logistic whereas for k^ = i = k- in (1.5.5), we get the pdf of 
bivariate Lomax distribution. Burr distribution is frequently 
used for purpose of graduation and in reliability theory. The 
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distribution function and the inverse of the distribution 
function for the Burr type III and type XII distributions exist 
in simple closed form. This fact plays an inportant role in the 
selection of a particular family of distributions as a stochastic 
model in simulation studies. This distribution can also be used 
as an approximation to the gamma distribution. 
IV. Gumbel's Bivariate Neibull Distribution : 
The pdf of the Gumbel's bivariate Weibull distribution is given 
by 
f(x,y) = p x^" yP~ [ (b+cx^) (a+cy^)-c] expE-ax^-by^-cx^y^] ; 
X, Y ^ 0, a, b > 0, 0 s c i ab 
(1.5.7) 
The marginal pdf of X is 
f (x) = pax^" exp[-ax^] ; x a 0, a > 0 
(1.5.8) 
which is the univariate Weibull distribution. 
At p = 1, (1.5.7) is Gumbel's bivariate exponential whereas for 
p = 2, it is known as Gumbel's bivariate Rayleigh distribution. 
The use of Weibull distribution in reliability and quality 
control is well known. The distribution is also useful in cases 
where the conditions of strict randomness of exponential 
distribution are not satisfied. It is sometimes used as a 
tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal response data. 
The exponential distribution plays an important role in 
describing a large class of phenomena particularly in the area of 
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reliability theory. The exponential distribution has many other 
applications. Infact, whenever a continuous random variable X 
assuming non-negative values satisfies the assumption, 
P(X > s+t I X > s) = P(X > t) for all s and t, then X will have 
an exponential distribution. This is particularly very much 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on past, for 
exan5)le in studying the life of a bulb etc.. 
V. Marshall and Olkin's Bivariate Weibull Distribution : 
The distribution function (df) of the Marshall and Olkin's 
bivariate Weibull distribution is given by 
F{x,y) = 1 - exp-(-(A^+A2)x" ]• - exp^-(A2+A2)y" ]• 
+ exp-r-A^x"-A2y"-A2max(x",y") ]• ; 
A., A-, A^ > 0, 0 < x, y < « 
(1.5.9) 
The marginal pdf of X is 
f(x) = (A^+A^) ax""^ exp^-(A^+A3)x" )• ; 
(A +A^) > 0, 0 < X < 00 
(1.5.10) 
which is the univariate Weibull distribution. 
At a = 1, (1.5.9) is called the df of Marshall and Olkin's 
bivariate exponential whereas for a = 2, it is known as the df of 
Marshall and Olkin's bivariate Rayleigh distribution. 
VI. Bivariate Pareto Distribution : 
The pdf of the bivariate Pareto distribution is given by 
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p (p+1) (ab)P"'^ 
f (x,y) = ; p > 0 , x > a > 0 , y > b > 0 
(bx+ay-ab)P*^ 
The marg ina l pdf of X i s 
paP 
f (x) = ; x > a > 0 , p > 0 (1.5.12) 
xP*^ 
which is the univariate Pareto distribution. 
Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are 
distributed according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of 
city population sizes, personal income etc.. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM BIVARIATE 
BURR II DISTRIBUTION 
2 . 1 . Introduction 
Let (Xi , Y i ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , n be n p a i r s of independent random 
v a r i a b l e s from some b i v a r i a t e popu la t ion with d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u n c t i o n F(x,y) and l e t Y ^ ^ ^ ^ j , Y ^ 2 : n ] ' ' • • ' ^ [ n m ] ^® ^^® 
c o n c o m i t a n t s of the order s t a t i s t i c s from F(x,y) . 
In t h i s Chapter, we have cons ide red b i v a r i a t e Bur r I I 
d i s t r i b u t i o n ( S a t t e r t h w a i t e and Hutchinson, 1978) w i t h the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n function (df) 
-X -V ~^ 
F ( x , y ) = ( 1 + e +e- '^ ) ; - « < x , y < » (2 .1 .1 ) 
and t h e p r o b a b i l i t y d e n s i t y f u n c t i o n (pdf) 
i^(i'+l) e"^ e"^ 
f (X,y) = ; -eo < X, y < CD ( 2 . 1 . 2 ) 
( 1 + e * + e y ) 
which i s genera l i zed Guitibel's b i v a r i a t e l o g i s t i c d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
The c o n d i t i o n a l pdf of Y, g i v e n X i s 
(v+1) e y (1+e ) 
f ( y l x ) = ; -00 < y < » (2 .1 .3 ) 
-X -V ^+2 
(1 + e ^ + e ^) 
The m a r g i n a l df of X i s 
F ( x ) = d + e " ^ ) ; -00 < X < «D ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) 





-V V + l 
(1+e n 
•00 «: X < 00 (2.1.5) 
Expressions for the single and joint pdf for the r^h and s*^ ^ 
concomitants of ordered statistics from bivariate Burr II 
distribution are obtained and their moment generating function 
(mgf) and cumulant generating function (cgf) are derived. 
Further, we have computed means, variances and covariances for 
n = 1 (1) 10 and the accuracy of the calculation is checked by 
the relations (1.3.16) and (1.3.18). 
The part of the result for bivariate logistic distribution is 
contained in Begum & Khan (1997a) . 
2.2. Probability Density Function of Y, , 
•' ' [r:n] 
For bivariate Burr II distribution with distribution function 
(2.1.1), the pdf of the r^^ order statistic, in view of (l.l.l) 
is, 
•:n<^ > = Cr:n ' 
r-1 








= ^r:-! I (-1'' 
i=0 
n! 
n-r] ^e-^ (2.2.1) 
with C = 
^'•^ (r-1) ! (n-r)! 
and the pdf of the r^h concomitant of the order statistic is 
^[r:nl^^^ = I '^^'^^ 'r:n<^) ^ 
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-I 
-X (v+l) e ^ (1+e n 
v+1 n-r 
- C „ Y (-1)^  
X -V ^+2 ^=" . 
« (1 + e + e •^ ) 1=0 
{-'] ve (1+e ^) dx 
n-r 











Let t = (1+e ) , then the R.H.S of (2.2.3) reduces to 
n-r 
= ^ r:n I <-^)' 
i=0 
n-r 
i v{v+l) e ^  t (1+te ^ ) dt 
(2.2.4) 
Using r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 2 3 ) , we have, 
_ v - (1^+2) r, 
; i+ te ^) = ^ 
" (I'+S),^ ( - t e ' ^ ) 
k=0 
k! 
P u t t i n g t h i s v a l u e i n ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) , we ge t 
n - r 




n - r 
= Cr:n I < - l ) ' 
i=0 
n - r 
v{v+l) e~^ 
« (v+2), ( - t e ' ^ ) ^ 
k! 
d t 
n - r 
v{v+l) e~^ 
" (v+2). ( - e "^ )^ 1 . , 
k ' r rv'+iv+k 






n - r 




k l (rv+iv+k+l) 
Applying ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) i n ( 2 . 2 . 5 ) , we g e t 
r :n L I ^ (rv+ii^+l 
i=0 ^ -' 
I 
k=0 
There fore , 
« (1^+2)}^ (r i /+ iv+l ) j^ ( - e ' ^ ) ^ 
(rv'+ii'+2), k! 
n - r 
[r :n] (y) = c^,^ I (-1) 
i=0 
v+2, r v + i v + l 
rv'+ii'+2 
i f n - r l v{v+l) e"^ 
V J 
(rv+iv+1) 
F 2 1 - e 
- y 
< y < 
We now prove t h a t I g (y) dy = 1. 
J [ r : n ] 
We have, 
I 
n - r 
g, , (y ) dy = c I ( -1)^ 
[r :n] r . n ^ 
i = 0 
n-r 
i 
1^ (1^ +1) 





Let z = e'^, then the R.H.S of (2.2.7) reduces to 
n-r 











; -z dz 
(2.2.8) 
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Applying (1.4.13) i n ( 2 . 2 . 8 ) , we ge t 
n-r 
= C_ 
Y i fn-rl v(v+l) r(ry->-iv->-2) r (v -n ) : 
:n A "•'• [ i J {rv+ii;+l) r(v+2) r(ri^+ii^+l) r 
i=0 
Now we g e t , a f t er s i i r p l i f i c a t i o n 
n - r 
r : n Z. 1^  1 J ( r+i 
r(ri'+ii') 
(rv+iv+1) 
. . . ( 2 . 2 . 9 ) 
i=0 
n - r 
i=0 ^ ^ 
B(r+i , 1) (2.2.10) 
Using r e l a t i o n (1 .4 .39) i n ( 2 . 2 . 1 0 ) , we g e t , 
= Cj..^ B{r, n - r+1) 
= 1. 
At V = 1, we get the expression for Gumbel's bivariate logistic 
distribution. 
2.3. Moment Generating Function and Cumulant Generating Function 
Moment generating function of Y, , is given by 
M [r :n, '^' = 1 e*^^ g , , (y) dy [ r m ] 
n - r 
= Cr:n I ( - 1 ) ' 
i=0 




I . t y 2' ' l v+2, r i '+iv+l rv+iv'+2 e~^ dy . (2.3.1) 
Let z = e ' ^ , then R.H.S of (2 .3 .1) reduces t o 
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~ v:n L ^~ ' I i I (ri^ +ii^ +i) 
i=0 ^ '' 
r _t- \v+2, ri'+iv+l 
J ^ •'• ri'+ii'+2 
n L 
dz (2.3.2) 
Now using relation (1.4.13) in (2.3.2), we get 
n-r 
Y ( 1)^ {^-A ^^^-t) r(i/^ i4t 




















Applying relation (1.4.39) in (2.3.3), we get 
r(l-t) r(i^ +l+t) 
= Cr:n 
Therefore, 
M, , (t) = [r:n] 
B(r+t/v, n-r+1) 
r(v+i) 
r(n+i) r(i-t) r(i^+i+t) r(r+t/i^) r(r) r(i^+i) r(n i+t/i^) 
Cumulant generating function of Y, i is 
ir:nj 
. (2.3.4) 
^fr-nl ^ ^^  ^ "^^ r(n+l) + In r(l-t) + In Td^+l+t) + In r(r+t/i^ ) 





Since, mean = E(Yj^^^j) = M^^^^^^ = - K^ ^^ ^^  (t) at t = 0 
,2 
variance = \x K, 2[r:n] 2 ^ [^i^ :n] 
dt 
(t) at t = 0 
Hence using relation (1.4.33), (1.4.34) and (1.4.35), we get, 
1 1 




= y _^ . i y J_ (2.3.6) 
i=l k=r 
2 V n 
and Mor^ r,i = 7 * ^ I —T (2.3.7) 
^^ 2 [r :nj 3 L ,2 2 ^ ,2 
i=l 1 V k=r J«^  
It may be noted here that, 
n 
\ H = 0 = n E{Y) ; v = l ( 2 . 3 . 8 ) 
^ l t r : n ] 
r = l 
and 
n v-l 
Y n = y - = n E ( Y ) ; l ^ > l ( 2 . 3 . 9 ) 
^ l [ r : n ] ^ i 
r = l 1=1 
Table 2.3.1 : Mean of the concomitant of order statistics 
V = 2,0000 
n V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1.0000 
2 0.7500 1.2500 
3 0.5833 1.0833 1.3333 
4 0.4583 0.9583 1.2083 1.3750 
5 0.3583 0.8583 1.1083 1.2750 1.4000 
6 0.2750 0.7750 1.0250 1.1917 1.3167 1.4167 
7 0.2036 0.7036 0.9536 1.1202 1.2452 1.3452 1.4286 
8 0.1411 0.6411 0.8911 1.0577 1.1827 1.2827 1.3661 1.4375 
9 0.0855 0.5855 0.8355 1.0022 1.1272 1.2272 1.3105 1.3819 1.4444 
10 0.0355 0.5355 0.7855 0.9522 1.0772 1.1772 1.2605 1.3319 1.3944 1.4500 
2 . 4 . J o i n t D i s t r i b u t i o n of Two C o n c o m i t a n t s Y. , and Y, , 
ir:nj [s:n] 
For the bivariate Burr II distribution with pdf (2.1.2), we have 
from equation (1.1.6) 
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^r,s:n^^l'^2^ " ^r,s:n 
r-l 
. (1+e ^1) . 
s-r-l 
1 
L (l+e ^ 2) (i+e ^ 1) J (l+e"^2)^ ^  
n-s 
I'e -3C1 ve •X2 
(l+e ^1) (l+e ^2) 
n-s s-r-l 
i=0 j=0 V. J V. -» 




_x^ iv+sv-rv-v-nv _vi v+l _vo l+e ^2) (l+e ^1) (l+e ^2) v+1 
(2.4.11 
and from equation (1.3.3) 
n-s s-r-l 
9r i^yi'y2) = ^ r s.n ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^'^^ ®'^2 V Y (-l)^ ""' [r,s:n] •'• ^ r,s.n ^ L. 
i=0 j=0 
h i [=-ri {J e-^2 
_x if+sv-rv-v-nv _v -v v+2 
-» (l+e ^2) -• (l+e ^ 2+e ^ 2)*^ "^  
r I(x2,yi)1 dx^ } (2.4.2) 
where I(x2,y^) = J 
e - ^ 
dx. 
I _x rv+jv-v _x _v v+2 
" (l+e ^ 1) (l+e ^ 1+e ^ l)*^*"' 
.. (2.4.3) 
If we put t = (l+e~^l) "•"•, then the R.H.S of (2.4.3) reduces to 
(l+e'^2)"-'-
J rv+jv _y -(v+2) t [1+te ^1] dt 
Using (1.4.23) and after simplification, we get 
30 
x^, -1 








» (»'+2)j^  (-e -^ 1) 
k! (ri'+ji'+k+l) |.^^g-X2,rv'+jv+k+l 
(2.4.4) 
Now putting the value of (2.4.4) in (2.4.2), we obtain 
n-s s-r-1 
g, ,(yi'y2^ = ^r s-n ^^ (v+l)2 e-^l 6-^2 V I (-1)^*' 
,s:n] 1 -^  r,s:n ^ ^ 
i=0 j=0 
(1^ +2)3^  (-e'^l)^ ^ 
[r  
hi s-r-l J I 
k=0 
k! 
e-^2 [ : 




Setting t = (l+e"''^ 2)""'" & using the relation (1.4.23), we get. 
= C. 
i=0 j=0 







J k! (n'+jf+k+l) 
















» {1^+2)^ {-e~'^2)^ 
I 
UO 
. . . ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) 
i\ {ii/+si'+k+*+2) 
Us ing ( 1 . 4 . 7 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 8 ) i n ( 2 . 4 . 6 ) , we g e t , a f t e r 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n 
n - s s - r - 1 
= C ^ „ 1.2 (^^ 2 ^ -y^ ^ -y^ y y ( . , ) i + j 
r , s : n L, L, 
i=0 j = 0 
00 00 [n - s | f s - r - l ^ ^ Y Y 
i 1 I J (iv+sv+2) (rv+-\v+1) ^ ^ 
J ^ J k=0 £=0 
( iv+si '+2) j^^^ (..+2),^ ( r i .+j i .+l ) ,^ (1^+2)^ ( - e - ^ l ) ^ ( - e - y 2 ) ^ (ii '+si '+3)j^^^ (rv'+ji '+2)j^ 
T h e r e f o r e , we g e t , 
k! 
n - s s - r - 1 
t\ 
[ r , s : n ] . n l ^ y i ' y 2 ) = C r , s : n ^^ ^^'^^^ ^'""^ ^'""^ I I ^'^^ 
i + : 
i=0 j=0 
r "v r 
n - s 
i 
1 : 2 ; 1 
? 
1 : 1 ; 0 
1 : 2 ; 1 
s - r - 1 
J (ii '+sv+2) ( j v + r i ' + l ) 
iv+Sl '+2: V+2, r v + j l ' + l ; V+2; _v -V 
- e 1 - e 2 
i v+s i '+S : rv+ji.+2 ; - ; 
•" < y ^ . 7 2 < " ( 2 . 4 . 7 ) 
[ r , s : n ] J- ^ 1 -i 
J. : ^ ; i r -I 
where F i s a s d e f i n e d i n ( 1 . 4 . 2 4 ) 
1 : 1 ; 0 L -I 
We now p r o v e t h a t | [ g 
We h a v e , 
i + j [ n - s 
I i J ( -1) 




j ( i v — f [ e-^l e-y2 
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1: 2 ; 1 
p 
1 : 1 ; 0 
i l ' +S l '+2 : V+2, r i ' + lV+l ; v+2; _v -v 
- e ^ 1 , - e ^2 
iv+SV+3: ri '+jl '+2 ; - ; 
dy^ dy2 
( 2 . 4 . 8 ) 
Let z = e ' ^ 1 a n d z - = e " ^ 2 , t h e n t h e R.H.S of ( 2 . 4 . 8 ) r e d u c e s t o 
n - s s - r - 1 
= C. 
.s:„ "' '-"' I I '-^ >'*' ( Y ) f T'" 
1=0 j=0 
( i v + s v + 2 ) ( jv+rv+1) 
OB 00 
1 : 2 ; 1 f f ^ 
J J 1 : 1 ; ' 0 0 
iv+St '+2 : v+2, r i ' + j v + l ; v+2; 
iv+SV+3: rv+jV+2 ; - ; 
n - s s - r - 1 
- ^ 1 ' -^2 dz^ dz2 
i + : 
= c^ „ „ I' ( I ' + i ) ^ Y y (-1) 
r , s :n L, L, 
i=0 j=0 
00 00 00 00 
n-s 
i 
s - r -1 
J 
[ f i x 
( iv '+sv+2) (n i '+ rv+l ) J J ^ ^ 
-^  0 0 k=0 ^=0 
(ii '+si^+2)j^^^ (v+2)y^ (ri^+ji^+1)^ (v+2)^ ( - z i ) ' ^ (-Z2)^ 
( i i '+s i '+3) j^^^ {rv+jv+2)^ k! dz , dz_ £! 1 2 
. . . ( 2 . 4 . 9 ) 
Now u s i n g r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) i n ( 2 . 4 . 9 ) , we g e t 
n - s s - r - 1 
n - s fs-r-l" I ^ J 
i=0 j=0 
1 
( iv+sv+2) ( jv+r i '+ l ) 
I I 
L 0 k=0 
n 
0 1=0 
(ii^+si^+2)j^ ^^"^^^k (^^+J»'+1)]^ ^ " ^ 1 ^ 
( iv+si '+B). ( r i '+ j i '+2) , k ! 
— dz^ dz . 
" (i i '+si^+2+k)^ (^+2)^ {-z^) 
( iv+si '+S+k)^ £! 
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n - s s - r - 1 
2 ,.. , t 2 r r / , V i+j 
i=0 j=0 
n - s 
i 
L J 
' s - r - l l 1 
J J (±v+sv+2) (jv+ri^+l) 
J ^ (iv+sv'+S), (rv+jt'+2), k! 
. 0 k=0 ' k ^ -< ' k 
I 2 ^ 
iv+si '+2+k, v+2 
' -^2 dz. d z . • . . . . . (2.4.10) 
Applying (1 .4 .13) i n ( 2 . 4 . 1 0 ) , we ge t , a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n 
n - s s - r - 1 
i=0 j=0 
1 n - s 
i 
V. J 
s - r - 1 
J (jv'+ri'+i) (ii^+si'+l) 
I I 
0 k=0 
(v+2)j^ (rt'+ji^+Dj^ (iv+si'+Dj^ ^ " ^ 1 ^ 
( rv+jv+2) , (ii '+sv+2), k! 
n - s s - r - 1 
j 
d z . 
=Cr,s :n^ (^-^) I I ( -1) ' ' 




I F 3^2 v+2, r v + j v + 1 , iv+sv+l ri'+jv'+2, iv+si^+2 '• -^1 dz. (2.4.11) 













B(s + i, 1) 
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s-r-1 
j=o '^  ^ 
B{r+j, 1) 
= C „ „ B(s, n-s+1) B(r, s-r) 
r, s:n 
= 1. 
2.5. Moment Generating Function and Cumulant Generating Function 
of Two Concomitants ^^ .^.^ 1 i^'*** ^fs'nl 
Moment generating function of two concomitants Yr^ .^ ,^ and Yj^ .^ j^ 
is given by 
M 
[ r (t , t ) = [ f e 1^1 2^2 g . (Yn.y , ) ^y^ dy, 
,s:n] 1 ^ J J [ r , s :n ] -^  -^  ± / 
n - s s - r - l 
i=0 j=0 




( 2 . 5 . 1 ) 
s - r - 1 
J 
+2) (iv+rv+l) J J 
^ 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ 2 ^ 2 . - ^ 1 . - ^ 2 
(iv'+sv ) {] 
1:2 ; 1 "" 
1 : 1 ; 0 
- 0 0 - 0 0 
iv+Sl '+2 : V+2, r v+ jv + l ; 1^+2; 
i i '+s i '+S : rv'+ji'+2 
















^ r f z-^i z-^: 
;ii'+sv+2) (jv+ri^ +l) J J 1 2 {XV + SV + Z) (J] 
1:2;1 iv + SV + 2 : V+2, ri'+jl'+l; v+2; 
7 
1:1; 0 iV' + SV + a : rv + jV + 2 ; - ; 
•z^, -Z2 dz^ dZ2 
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n - s s - r - l 
i = 0 j=0 
n - s 
i 
s - r - l 
J 
\ r f z-ti z-t2 y y 
(ii^+sv+2) ( j i ' + r i ' + l ) J J 1 2 ^ . ^ 
-' 0 0 Jc=0 ^=0 
(ii '+sv+2)j^^^ <*'+2)j^ (ri'+jv^+Dj^ (^+2)^ ( - z i ) ' ^ ( -22 )^ 
(ii '+si '+3)j^^^ (r i '+j i '+2)j^ k! d z , d z -
( 2 . 5 . 3 ) 
Now u s i n g r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) i n ( 2 . 5 . 3 ) , we can w r i t e 
n - s s - r - l 
= V 
i = 0 j=0 (n - s f s - r - l 1 
i j M J 
I 0 k=0 
( i v+sv+2) ( jv+r i '+ l ) 
•» ( i v + s i ' + 2 ) , (1^+2), ( rv '+j i '+ l ) , ( - z . ) 
( i v+sv+3) , ( rv+jv+2) , k! 
I 
I 2^^ ^ I 
" ( i i ' + s i ' +2+k) , (v'+2), (-Z-) 
-dz. 
^=0 ( iv+sv+3+k)^ £! 
d z . 
n - s s - r - l 
i=0 j=0 
„-s s - r - l 
J (ii^+si '+2) ( jv+rv+l ) 
I 0 k=0 
I z :^2 F 2 2 1 
(il^ + Sl^+2)j^ ^^"^^^k (J^»'+Ji'+l)k ^ " ^ 1 ^ 
( iv+sv+3) , (rv+jv'+2). k ! 
i i '+s i '+2+k, 1^ +2 
i t '+sv+3+k 
d z . d z . 
( 2 . 5 . 4 ) 
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Using (1.4.13) and then simplifying, we get, 
n-s s-r-1 
i=0 j=0 ^ 
1 r(i-t2) r(i^+i+t2) 
s-r-l 
J 
f z-^1 F 
J 1 3 2 '• -^1 
dz. 
(jv+ri'+l) r(v+2) (ii^ +si'+l+t2) 
v+2, rv+ji'+l, iv'+sv+l+t2 
ri'+ji'+2, iv+sv+2+t2 
Now applying (1.4.21) in (2.5.5), we obtain, after some 
simplification, 
n-s 





(s+ti/v+t2/»'+i) I (-) j=0 
s-r-1 
J 
r(i-ti) r(i-t2) rd'+i+ti) r(i^+i+t2) 
(r+ti/v+j) 
n-s 
r(i^ +i) r(i^ +i) 
s-r-1 





j B(r+ti/i^+j, 1) 
B(s+ti/i'+t2/i'+i, 1) \ (-1)^  
j=0 
r(i-ti) r(i-t2) rd'+i+ti), r(v+i+t2) 
rd'+i) r(i^ +i) 
(2.5.6) 
Using (1.4.39) in (2.5.6), we get, 
= C B(s+ti/v+t2/v, n-s+1) B(r+ti/v, s-r) 
r(i-ti) r(i-t2) r(i^+i+ti) r(v+i+t2) 
r(i^ +i) r(v+i) 
Therefore, we get, after simplification, 
r(n+i) r( i - t i ) r(i-t2) r(i^+i+ti) r(i'+i+t2) 
M ( t t ) = 




Moment generating function of single concomitant and two 
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concomitants of order s t a t i s t i c s for Gumbel's b i v a r i a t e l o g i s t i c 
d i s t r ibu t ion can be obtained by put t ing v = 1 in (2.3.4) and 
(2.5.7) r e spec t ive ly . 
Here, if we put t-i = 0 or t2 = 0, we ge t the mgf of s ingle 
concomitant of ordered s t a t i s t i c s . 
Cumulant generat ing function of two concomitants Y, i and 
^[s:n] i s given by 
^ [ r , s :n ] ^'^l' ^2^ " •'•" r(n+l) + In r ( l - t i ) + In r ( l - t 2 ) 
+ In r(i^+l+ti) + In r(i^+l+t2) + ^^ r ( r+ t i / i ^ ) 
+ In r (s+t i / i^+t2/v) - In r ( r ) - 2 In r(i^+l) 
- In r (s+t i / i^) - In r(n+l+ti / i '+t2/ i ' ) (2.5.8) 
Noting that , 
d^ 
Cov[Ytr,nj. Yj^^^j] . _ _ _ _ K ^ ^ 3^^j(t^, t^) a t t^ = 0, t2 = 0 
(2.5.9) 
and using the relation (1.4.33), we get 
n 
COV[Y[^^^3, Yjg^^jj ^ J_ ^ -i- (2.5.10) 
^ k=s k 
It may be noted here that, 
n n 2 
I I *^ r,s:n = ^ ^ = n Var(Y) ; i. = i (2.5.11) 
r=l s=l 
and 
n n 2 v-1 
I I ^r,s:n = " { "1- - I - ^ } =nVar(Y) ; v>l 
r=l s=l i=l i 
(2.5.12) 
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Table 2.5.1 : Covariance between the concomitants of order statistics 
V = 2.0000 
n s\r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1 2.2899 
2 1 2.3524 
2 0.0625 2.1024 
3 1 2.3801 
2 0.0903 2.1301 
3 0.0278 0.0278 2.0676 
4 1 2.3958 
2 0.1059 2.1458 
3 0.0434 0.0434 2.0833 
4 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 2.0555 
5 1 2.4058 
2 0.1159 2.1558 
3 0.0534 0.0534 2.0933 
4 0.0256 0.0256 0.0256 2.0655 
5 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 2.0499 
6 1 2.4127 
2 0.1228 2.1627 
3 0.0603 0.0603 2.1002 
4 0.0326 0.0326 0.0326 2.0724 
5 0.0169 0.0169 0.0169 0.0169 2.0568 
6 0.0069 0.0069 0.0069 0.0069 0.0069 2.0468 
7 1 2.4178 
2 0.1279 2.1678 
3 0.0654 0.0654 2.1053 
4 0.0377 0.0377 0.0377 2.0775 
5 0.0220 0.0220 0.0220 0.0220 2.0619 
6 0.0120 0.0120 0.0120 0.0120 0.0120 2.0519 
7 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 2.0450 
8 1 2.4217 
2 0.1319 2.1717 
3 0.0694 0.0694 2.1092 
4 0.0416 0.0416 0.0416 2.0814 
5 0.0260 0.0260 0.0260 0.0260 2.0658 
6 0.0160 0.0160 0.0160 0.0160 0.0160 2.0558 
7 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090 0.0090 2.0489 
8 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 2.0438 
9 1 2.4248 
2 0.1349 2.1748 
3 0.0724 0.0724 2.1123 
4 0.0447 0.0447 0.0447 2.0845 
5 0.0290 0.0290 0.0290 0.0290 2.0689 
6 0.0190 0.0190 0.0190 0.0190 0.0190 2.0589 
7 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 2.0520 
8 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070 0.0070 2.0469 
9 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 0.0031 2.0430 
10 1 2.4273 
2 0.1374 2.1773 
3 0.0749 0.0749 2.1148 
4 0.0472 0.0472 0.0472 2.0870 
5 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 0.0315 2.0714 
6 0.0215 0.0215 0.0215 0.0215 0.0215 2.0614 
7 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 2.0545 
8 0.0095 0.0095 0.0095 0.0095 0.0095 0.0095 0.0095 2.0494 
9 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 0.0056 2.0455 
10 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 2.0424 
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CHAPTER THREE 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM BIVARIATE 
BURR III DISTRIBUTION 
3 .1 . Introduction 
Let (X., Y . ) , i = l , 2, . . . , n b e n p a i r s of independent random 
v a r i a b l e s from some b i v a r i a t e B u r r I I I d i s t r i b u t i o n (Rodriguez, 
1982) w i t h d i s t r i b u t i o n func t ion (df) 
F{x,y) = (1 + a^x'^^ + a 2 y " ^ 2 ) ' . x, y > 0 
k i , \^2, c , a., a2 > 0 (3 .1 .1 ) 
and p r o b a b i l i t y d e n s i t y func t ion (pdf) 
f ( x . y ) = c ( c + l ) a ^ k ^ x ' ^ 1 " ^ a2 '^2y '^^"^ ( l+a^x"^ l+a2y"^2) ' ^^*^^ . 
X, y > 0, k i , k2, c , a , a^ > 0 ( 3 . 1 . 2 ) 
Then t h e c o n d i t i o n a l pdf of Y, g i v e n X i s 
- k i - l -k-i C + 1 
(c+1) a2k2y ^^ 2 J- (1 + a^x ^1) 
f (y lx) = ; y > 0 
-k-i -k-. C + 2 
(1 + o^x ^^ + a2y 2) ( 3 . 1 . 3 ) 
The m a r g i n a l df of X i s 
F(x) = (1 + a ^ x ' ^ l ) ; X > 0 (3 .1 .4 ) 
and t h e m a r g i n a l pdf of X i s 
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c a^k^x"*^!"^ 
f (x) = ; x > 0 (3.1.5) 
_k. C+1 (1+a^x ^1) 
Let Y, , , r = 1, 2, ... , n, be the r^^ concomitant of the 
ordered statistics from the distribution, then expressions for 
the single and joint pdf for the r^^ and s*^ ^ concomitants of 
ordered statistics from bivariate Burr III distribution are 
obtained and their single and product moments are derived. 
Further, we have computed means and product moments for n = 1 (1) 
10 and the accuracy of the calculation is checked by the 
relations (1.3.16) and (1.3.17). 
3.2. Probability Density Function of Y. . 
For bivariate Burr III distribution with distribution function 
(3.1.1), the pdf of the n^h order statistic, in view of (1.1.1) 
for r=n is. 
f^.n^x) = n [F(x)]'^"^ f(x) 
= n { (l+a^x"^l)' } 
nc a^k^x"^!"^ 
_!<•. nc+1 (1+a^x ^h 
k, -c ^ n-1 1 1 
c a,k,x"^ l"-'-
_lc, c+1 (1+a^x ^1) 
X > 0 (3.2.1) 
and the pdf of the n^^ concomitant of the order statistic, in 
view of (1.3.1) for r = n is. 
9, , (y) = f f (ylx) f„.„(x) dx [nm] J n:n 
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-I 
(c+1) a,k^y •^ 2-1 (1 + . x'^l) c+1 , -ki-l n c a k X ••• 
-ki -kn c+2 _v. nc+1 
(1 + a.x ^1 + o^ y ^^ 2) (l+a,x ^ 1^) 
dx 
= nc(c+l) j a^k^x'^^'^ a^k^y~^2-^ (l+a^x"^l) ' ^ "*^ "^ ^ 
(1+a-X ^+^2^ "^ ^^  
-ki-1 
k2r(^-^2) dx (3.2.2) 
Let t = a x -•-, then the R.H.S of (3.2.2) reduces to 
= nc(c+l) "2^2^ 
(nc-c) 
•^2-1 f (i+t) • • (t+l+a2y '"^ ) k2 -(c+2) dt 
(3.2.3) 
Using t h e r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 2 7 ) i n ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) , a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , we 
g e t , 
r ( n c + l ) ( l+a„y" ' "^ ) 
r -k2 - l ^ 
• k 2 , - ( c + 1 ) 
= n c ( c + l ) " 2 ^ 2 ^ 
r ( n c + 2 ) 
2 ^ 
n c - c , 1 
; -a2y-^2 
nc+2 • 
Therefore, we o b t a i n , 
n c ( c + l ) a ,k ,y" '^2-l 
g . , (y) = 
[n:n] (nc+1) (l+a_v"^2) • 1 
F 2^1 
n c - c , 1 
nc+2 
; - a 2 y k 2 ; y > 0 . 
. ( 3 . 2 . 4 ) 
We now p r o v e t h a t [ g (y) dy = l . 
J [n:n] 
We have , 
f g^  Jy) dy = r 
J [n:n] J 
n c ( c + l ) oL^^Y • k 2 - l 
1 f^  + T 
0 (nc+l) ( i + a 2 y ' 2) 
2 ^ 1 
n c - c , 1 
nc+2 
; -a2y"k2 d y 
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(nc+1) J ._ ,-k2^^' 
nc(c+l) 
— y 
:+l ^ 0 (l+a2y ^ ) r=0 
(nc+2)^ r! 
dy 






0 (l+oc^y ^2) 
•k2 
— - {a^y'^^) dy 
c+1 -^  
(3.2.5) 
Let t = l+a-y •^1 then the R.H.S of (3.2.5) reduces to 
nc(c.l) ; '"-='r <^'r ' " ^ ' ' T ,.(„l) 
(nc+1) 1 
r=0 
(nc+2) — I (t-l)"- dt 
(3.2.6) 
Now using relation (1.4.26) in (3.2.6) and then after (1.4.6), we 
get, after simplification 
n(c.l) !; <^^-^)r <^^ (^ >r 
(nc+1) ^ (nc+2)^ (1-c)^ r! 
r=0 ^ r 
n(c+l) 
F (nc+1) 3 2 
nc-c, 1, 1 
; 1 
nc+2, 1-c 
On applying (1.4.15) in (3.2.7), it follows that 
nc-c, -c, 1 
(3.2.7) 
= n F 3^2 





; 1 (3.2.8) 
= 1, in view of (1.4.10). 
Thus the pdf of Y from (1.3.13) is 
[r:n] 
n 




1 - 1 
r - l 
n 
1 g,. .,(y) 
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ic(c+l) o.2^'^ n • ^ r •\ r -s £ 







The same expression for g 
directly using (1.3.1). 
[r:n] 
y > 0 
(3 2 9) 
(y) is obtained if we derive 
3.3. Moments of Y [r:n] 
We have, 
(k) 
= [ n:n] J 
- \ 
y g. , (y) dy 
nc(c+l) ^2^2^ -k2-l 
(nc+1) (l+a2y 2) 
1 2^ 1 
nc-c, 1 
nc+2 
. -a2y~'^ 2 dy 
nc(c+l) r k 2^2^ 
"^^ •^ '^  { ^ (l.a2y'^2)C ^  I 




:+l) ^ (nc 1
(nc-c)^ (1)^ (-1)^ " a-k-y"^2-l 
r r r k 2 z-* 
y 
r=0 
(nc+2)j. r! I 0 (l+a2y'''2)^^^ 
(a-y"'^2)^ dy 
Now letting l+a2y~ 2 = t in (3.3.1), we get 




(nc+1) (nc+2)^ r! 
CO 





Applying the r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 2 6 ) , i t fol lows t h a t 







On using (1.4.6) in (3.3.3), we obtain, after simplification 
nc(c+l) a^^^^ r(c+k/k2) r(l-k/k2) 
(nc+1) r(c+l) 
(nc-c)^ (l)j. (l-k/k2)j. OS 
y 
^ (nc+2)^ (l-c-k/k_)^ r! 
r=0 ^ ^ ^ 
nc(c+l) oc^ 2 r(c+k/k2) r(l-k/k2) 
(nc+1) r(c+i) 
F 3 2 




Employing (1.4.14) in (3.3.4), we can write 
j^ /j^ ^ r(c+k/k2) r(l-k/k2) (c+k/k2) 
= nca. 
r(c+l) (k/k2) 3 2 
-c, 1, -nc 
; 1 
= nca 
k/k2 r(c+k/k2) r(l-k/k2) (c+k/k2) 
r(c+l) (k/k2) 




l+k/k2 ; 1 
(3.3.6) 
Hence, applying relation (1.4.10) and then simplifying, it gives 
n ay^2 
U 
(k) r ( c+ l+k /k2 ) r ( l - k / k 2 ) 
[n:n] (nc+k/k2) 
Thus, t h e k^h moment of Y 
re 
( 3 . 3 . 7 ) 
[ r : n ] I S 
n (k) ^ 
t r : n ] .^ 
i = r 
i - r i - 1 




[ i : i ] 
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Table 3.3.1: Mean of the concomitant of order statistics 
02 = 1.0000 kj = 4.0000 & c = 1.0000 
n V 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1.1107 
2 0.9873 1.2341 
3 0.9114 1.1392 1.2816 
4 0.8578 1.0722 1.2062 1.3067 
5 0.8169 1.0211 1.1488 1.2445 1.3223 
6 0.7842 0.9803 1.1028 1.1947 1.2694 1.3329 
7 0.7572 0.9465 1.0648 1.1535 1.2256 1.2869 1.3405 
8 0.7342 0.9178 1.0325 1.1186 1.1885 1.2479 1.2999 1.3463 
9 0.7144 0.8930 t.0045 t.0884 1.1563 1.2142 1.2648 1.3099 1.3509 
10 0.6970 0.8712 0.9801 1.0621 1.1279 1.1846 1.2339 1.2780 1.3179 1.3545 
n 
= I <-!> 1 - r i - 1 r - l n 1 
k / k 2 
1 «2 r(c+i+k/k2) r ( i -- k / k 2 ) 
i = r 
I t may be n o t e d here t h a t , 
n 
( i c + k / k 2 ) re 
( 3 . 3 . 8 ) 
r (1) l /ko r ( c+ l /k2) r ( l - l / k 2 ) 
> u = n al:^'^^ = n E(Y) ( 3 . 3 . 9 ) 
^ [ r : n ] 2 j , ^ r = l 
and 
n 
r (2) 2/ko r(c+2/k2) r ( l - 2 / k 2 ) 2 
y ^ = n a^''^^ = n E(Y'^ 
. [ r : n ] 2 
r = l ' ^ 
( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) 
Combining ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) , (3.3.9) & ( 3 . 3 . 1 0 ) , we can e s t a b l i s h t h e 




i-r (±-1 [r-lj n-1 i-1 (ia+b) (a+b) a > 0, b £ 0. 
(3.3.11) 
3.4. Joint Distribution of Two Concomitants Y. .j^ , and Y,g.j^ j 
For the bivariate Burr III distribution with pdf (3.1.2), we have 
from equation (1.1.6), 
^r.sm^^l' ^2^ " ^r,s:n 
-ki rc-c (l+a^ x^ ^^ l) 
L {l+a^x^ •••) 
_!<•, C + 1 
(l+a^x^^l) 
-ki C (l+a^ x^ ^^ l) 
-ki c+1 (l+a^ x^ '^ l) 
s-r-1 
[l+a x~ ^) J 
n-s 
= C. i+D 
1''2 
n-s s-r-1 
,S:n I I <-^) 
i=0 j=0 
ca^k^x-'^l-^ 
_k. i c + s c - r c - j c + 1 ( l+a^X2^1) -^ 
n - s 
i 
s - r - 1 
J 
1, - k i - l 
c a k X. ••• 
_!,, r c + j c + 1 (l+a^x^^^l) 
. . ( 3 . 4 . 1 ) 
and from e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 3 . 3 ) 
[2 (c+1) a 2 k 2 y i 
[ r , s : n ] 1 -^  J J 
W X^ (nj.-i\ IV V ^ r " ^ 2 " l ( l + t t x ' ^ ^ ) 
' 1 " 1 
0 0 
- k i -k-i C+2 
( l + a ^ x ^ ^ l + a 2 y i 2) 
'1^2 (c+1) a 2 k 2 y 2 ' ^ 2 - l {i+a,x~^^h^* n - s s - r - 1 
( l+a^X2^1+a2y- '^2) c+2 r, s:n Z A i=0 j=0 
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(1) i^i [ n - s ] [ s - r - 1 -
ca^k^x"^!"^ 
1 - k i - 1 
c a k X. •'• 
_k. rc+jc+1 (l+a^x^^^l) 




w X ^ 
(1) '" hi tr] 11 
-k- i - k o C+2 
0 0 {l+a^x^'^l+a2y3^ 2) 
u - k i - l 
(l+a^X2'^l+a2y2^2)^"*" (i+a^x^^l) - k i . r c - c + j c 
a^k^X2 k i - 1 
( l + a ^ X 2 •'•) 
dx^ dx2 





X. J [ 0 (l .a^X2^1.a2y2' '2) c+2 
«1^1^2 
k i - 1 
_k- i c + s c - r c - c - n c • • ' 1 I(X2, y^) dx2 
. . ( 3 . 4 . 2 ) 
where I ( ^ 2' 1^^  = I 
a k x " ^ l " ^ 
•ki . . .-k2.c+2 , _ _kT^rc-c+jc dx. 0 (l+a^x^'^l+a2yi 2) (l+a^x^^^l) 
. ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) 
• k i _ L e t t i n g 1 + a x^ -»- = t - i n ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) , we ge t 
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iix.2' y^) = ^ •P I (t^)"" (l+t^/A)' dt^ 
with a = rc-c+jc, fi = c+2 & A = a,y -k2 2-'l 
Using (1.4.23) in (3.4.4), we can write 
" (-1)^  O ) ^ (lA)^ " ^ , ^  





We have after simplification, 
I(X2, y^) = X-^ I 
k=0 





Now putting the value of (3.4.5) in (3.4.2) and further setting 
1+a x- •'• = t- and using the relation (1.4.23), it follows that 
n-s s-r-1 
i+j 
= C. ..:.-' <-i)^ a^ K^ y--^ -^^  y^^^-^ I I (-1) 
(n-sj [s-r-l M M J x - ^ s-^ 
i=0 j=0 







with r = ic+sc-rc-c-jc & 5 = a y 
Now replacing the value of a, A, y & 5 and again taking 
1-rc+c-jc = d and 2+2c-ic-sc = y in (3.4.6). We have, 
i=0 j=0 
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II (d+k) (y+k+£) 
. . . . . . ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) 
Using (1 .4 .7 ) and (1 .4 .8 ) in ( 3 . 4 . 7 ) , i t becomes 
= c ^ c2 (c-Hi)2 a2 ,,2 - k 2 - i - k s - i y y (.^j 
r , s : n 2 2 1 2 ^ ^ 
i=0 j=0 
i+D 
[n - s | [ s - r - l M M J ("271 -^  -^  d r 
00 00 
k+t k! ^! 
F i n a l l y , we o b t a i n 
n - s s - r - l 






' " 2 ^ 1 ' ^ >' ' " 2 ^ 2 " ^ ' " 
^1; 2 ; 1 
1 : 1 ; 0 
P , d ; 13 ; 
r+1 : d+1 ; - ; a y • k 2 2^1 
0 < y^, 72 < " 
"2^2 ^ 
( 3 . 4 . 8 ) 
with p = c+2, d = 1-rc+c-jc & y = 2 + 2 c - i c - s c , 
We now prove t h a t f [ g , (y- , y - ) dy. dy_ = l . 
J J [ r , s : n ] 1 ^ 1 z 
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We have, 
J J [r,s:n] 1 2 1 ^ I i , -k2x^ 
0 0 ^°^2^1 ^ 
1:2 ; 1 
a k v"^2-l a k v'^2-1 
"2 2^1 "2^2^2 
(a^y-'^^)^ 
1:1; 0 
y : P , c 
r + 1 : d + 1 
I ; P ; 1 
-^2 




with A = C „ „ c^ (c+1)^ y y (-1) 
r, s :n L, L. 
i=0 j=0 
i^: [n-s] s-r-1 
j d r 
I I 




0 0 (a2yi^2)^ (a^y~^^2)^ k=o f=0 
<^)k.£ <^)k (^)k ^^h (-l/«2yi''^)'' (-l/cX2y2^2)^ (r.i),^^, (d.i),^ k! t\ 
dy^ dy2 
(3.4.9) 
On applying (1.4.9) in (3.4.9), we can write 
= A 
? "^'"^^i"'"^ y ""l^ '^'"^  "*'•= (-i/«2yl''2)'^ 
-k-) P ^ (y+1),, (d+l), 
0 (a2y3^^2)'" J^^Q '* 'k ^ k 
r "2^2y2 










Now letting z-l = a2y2 ^ in (3.4.10), we obtain 
I 
ir)^ (p)k (d)k ( - i /«2yi^2) '^ 
J -ko,3 , ^ (y+i)t (d+i), 





dz dy- (3.4.11) 
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By employing (1.4.12), it gives 
= A 
{y)j^  (P)}^  (d)j^  {-l/a^y~^^) 
k! 
0 ("2^ 1 ^ 
I z"^ F ^ 2*^ 1 p, 1 1 y+l+k ' z 
= A 
dz dy^ 
(r)j^ 0)j^ (d),^ {-l/a2yi^2) 
J -ko <3 ^ (y+l)t (d+l)t 





= A J "r «2^2yi 
Vl ^ ' 
I 
(y),, (^)k (^ ^k ( - i / « 2 y i ' ' 2 ) ^ 
(y+1), (d+1). 
0 (a^ y.'"-^ )" k=0 • k k 
: O ) , (1), 1 
> dy, 




On using (1.4.7) and then (1.4.10) & (1.4.3) in (3.4.12) and 
after simplification, we get 
A y A 7 r 
O-l) (y+l-p) J 
- 2 2^1 I 
(d)j^  (y+i-^)j^ my. 
n , -k2^^ ,^n <^+^>k <^+2-P) 
0 («2^1 ^ 
(-l/a2yi^ )^ 
d y i k! ^ 1 
Further setting z-1 = oL^y'^ 2 in (3.4.13), it become 
= — ^ - ? ^ — f ( z - 1 ) - ^ y — — ^ 











A y r -fi 
I (z-i) P ^F-
1) (r+i-P) J ^ 2 
d, y+i-p, (3 1 
d+i, T+2-^ ' i-z 
dz 
{3.4.14) 
Using the relation (1.4.19) and then (1.4.12) in (3.4.14), after 
simplification, we get 
A r 
O-i) ir+i-p) (y+i-/3-d) (r+i-/5) y —— ^ d+1 
k=0 
)j^  k! O-l+k) 
^ (y+2-^), !^ (/3-i+«) 
1=0 * J 









" 2^1 y+2-|3 ; 1 (3.4.16) 
Now applying (1.4.10) in (3.4.16) and then simplifying, we obtain 
A d y 
0-l)^(d+l-p) (y+2-2^) 
Putting the values of A, /3, d and y in (3.4.17), this gives 
n-s 
= ^r,s:n I (-1)' 
i=0 
n-s 











X (-1)^ ^ " j " ^ B(r+j, 1) 
j=0 '• ^ 
By using the relation (1.4.39) in (3.4.18), we can write 
(3.4.18) 
= r^- o.r, ^ (s, n-s+1) B(r, s-r) = i. 
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3 . 5 . Product Moments of Two Concomitants ^^^..^1 ***** ^ [ s : n ] 
Produc t moments o f two c o n c o m i t a n t s Y , ^ . ^ j and Y^^^^j i s g i v e n by 
E 
" [ r . n ) " 
eo eo 
[ s : n ] J J 1 2 [ r , s : n ] -•• ^ 1 2 
J 0 0 
:^2-^ 0 , 3 ^ 2 " ^ - ^ CO 00 a k V 
^ ^ J J ^ 1 ^ 2 I k 7 ~ ^ -kr>.^ 
0 0 ("2^1 ^ ("2^2 ^ 
1 : 2 ; 1 
1 : 1 ; 0 
7 : p , d ; P ; 
y+1 : d+1 ; - ; a - y • k 2 2^^! "2^2'" ' 
dy^ dy2 
n - s s - r - 1 
w i t h A = C^ ^ „ c 
r , s : n 
00 00 
= A ih: 
(C.l)2 I I (-1) 
i=0 j=0 
, - k o - l , - Jco- l 
i + : n - s 
i 
s - r - 1 
J d y 
2^ 2-^2 I I 
0 0 {a2yi '^2)^ (a^y-^^^)^ k=0 £=0 
<^)k.^ (^^k (^^k ^^h ( - l / « 2 y i ^ ' ) ^ ( - l / a 2 y 2 ^ 2 ) ^ 
dy^ dy2 (r^l)y,,, ( d . D j ^ k ! £! 
( 3 . 5 . 1 ) 
On a p p l y i n g ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) i n ( 3 . 5 . 1 ) , a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , we h a v e 
= A hi " 2 ^ 1 " ' " ' : ' " ' k '^ 'k "I 'k (- i /^syl"^ '" I ( a y ^) k=0 '^ ^ k! 
" v " 2 ^ 2 y 2 
2^1 
- k 2 - l 
I 2 -ko P ^ -•• 






( 3 . 5 . 2 ) 
Now letting "9^ 2'^ '^  ~ ^''^ ^^ (3.5.2) and using the relation •k2 _ 
(1.4.12), it follows that 
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CO 
= A I< 
v / k 2 
" 2 ^ 2 ^ ! " ^ 2 - 1 « (y)j^ {/3)j^  (d)j^ {-1/oL^y'^'^) 
^ ( r+1 )^ ( d + i ) . 
^ " 2 ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ k=0 
k! 
a . J (z-l) • v / k o - p 1 (3 ^ (1 - - ) F 
z 2 1 
P , 1 1 
y + l + k ^ 
dz dy^ 
= A 
"2^2^ ! hi 
^ 2 - ^ » (y )^ O) (d)j^ ( - l / a 2 y i ' ^ 2 ) 
^ (r+U 0 (a^y^"^^)' t - n - k k 
^"2^1 ^ 
» O ) , ( 1 ) , 
y — - — ^ f 
^ (y+l+k)« II J 
k! 
v / k 2 ^ ^^h ^^h "r -(B+«) , . .-V/1C2 
a- - > 1 z ••- • z - l ) dz dy, 




( 3 . 5 . 3 ) 
Using ( 1 . 4 . 2 6 ) , ( 1 . 4 . 1 0 ) and ( 1 . 4 . 3 ) i n ( 3 . 5 . 3 ) , a f t e r 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , we g e t 
A 7 ro-i+v/k2) r(i-v/k2) "2/^2 
( y - ^ - v / k 2 + l ) r O ) \yl 
« 2 ^ 2 y i 




» (d)j^ ( y + l - ^ - v / k j ) , ^ (/S)j^ ( - l / a 2 y i ' " 2 ) 
y dy, 
^ (d+l) i^ ( y + 2 - p - v / k 2 ) t 1-' ^ 
k=0 ^ '^  
k! 
( 3 . 5 . 4 ) 
F u r t h e r s e t t i n g z - l = a _ y ' 2 i n ( 3 . 5 . 4 ) , i t becomes 
A y r O - l + v / k 2 ) r ( l - v / k 2 ) a^^^2 aV/k2 
J (z-l) "^  '^  F 
(y + l - p - v / k 2 ) r{/3) 
d, y + l - p - v / k 2 , /3 1 
3 2 
d z 
d+1, y + 2 - B - v / k 2 1-z 
( 3 . 5 . 5 ) 
Using ( 1 . 4 . 1 9 ) and t h e n ( 1 . 4 . 1 2 ) , a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , we g e t 
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A r r{/S-l+v/k2) r ( l - v / k 2 ) a^"^^^^ ^^^ 
(y+l-p-v/k2) r O ) (y+l-p-d-v/k2) {y+l-^-v/k2) 
O),, (1)„ 
^ (d+1 
-(/3+k) ^ -u/k2 
: (z-1) dz ), k! 
k=0 >^ 
^ ^^^l ^^^l 7 -(^*t) , -u/k2 ^ 
- d ) z (z-1) dz 
y ( y+2-^ -v /k2 ) - l\ J 
^=o ^ 1 
{3.5.6) 
By applying (1 .4 .26) and ( 1 . 4 . 1 0 ) , a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , we can 
w r i t e 
= A d y a 
(u+v)/k2 r ( P - l + u / k 2 ) r ( l - u / k 2 ) 
2 ro ) 
ro-i+v/k2) r(i-v/k2) 
r o ) (d+l-p-u/k2) (y+2-2p-u/k2-v/k2) 
(3.5.7) 
i+D 
P u t t i n g the va lues of A, ^ , d and y and then s i m p l i f y i n g , we have 
n-s s - r - l 
E 
" [ r : n ] Ms:n l ' r , s : n 
i=0 j=0 
(u+v) /k2 r(c-H+u/k2) r ( l - u / k 2 ) 
n-s 
i 
s - r - l 
a. 
r(c+2) 
r (c+l+v/k2) r ( l - v / k 2 ) 
r ( c+2 ) (rc+jc+u/k2) (sc+ic+u/k2+v/k2) 
(3.5.8) 
which i s the p r o d u c t moments of two concomi tan t s of order 
s t a t i s t i c s . 
Here, i f we put u = 0 o r v = 0, then we o b t a i n t h e s i n g l e moments 
of concomitant of o r d e r s t a t i s t i c s . 
For u = i s c v = i , we g e t 
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n-s s - r - l 
i=0 j=0 
i+D 






2/,^ [ r{c+l+l /k2) ]^ [ r ( l - l / k2 ) ] 
[ r ( c+ l ) ]2 
r(n+l) r(s+2/ck2) r ( r+ l /ck2) 
Tr r{n+l+2/ck2) r{s+l/ck2) 
I t may be noted here t h a t . 
• • • • • • • • • V J • mJ • ^ / 
n n 
^[ r :n] ^ [s 
r=l s=l 
:n]J = n a 2/k2 2 
r{c+2/k2) r ( l - 2 / k 2 ) 
Tc 
+ n ( n - l ) a i/k2 r(c+i/k2) r ( i - i / k 2 ) 
r e 
2 2 
= n E(Y ) + n(n-l) E (Y) 
(3.5.10) 
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Table 3.5.1 : Product moments between the concomitants of order statistics 



































































































































































































































































































1.7321 1.7862 2.2440 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM BIVARIATE 
BURR XII DISTRIBUTION 
4 . 1 . Introduct ion 
Let ( X . , Y . ) , i = l , 2, . . . ,n b e n p a i r s of independent reuidom 
var iab les from b i v a r i a t e Burr XII d i s t r i b u t i o n (Johnson and Kotz, 
1972) with d i s t r i b u t i o n funct ion (df) 
F(x,y) = 1 - (1 + a^x^l ) '^ - (1 + (x^y^^)'^ + (l+a^x^l+a2y'^2) "^ . 
X, y > 0, k i , k2, c, a . , a- > 0 (4 .1 .1) 
and probability density function (pdf) 
f(x,y) = c(c+l) a^k^x^l"^ a^Vi^y^'^''^ (1 + a^x^l + oi^y^2)'^^^^"^ . 
X, y > 0, ki, k2, c, a , a2 > 0 (4.1.2) 
The conditional pdf of Y, given } is 
(c+1) oL^Vi^y^'^''^ (l+a^x^l)^"" 







marginal df of x is 
..y''^ ) 
= 1 - (1 + a^x^l)"^ ; 
the marginal pdf of 
ca^k^x^l"^ 
k-i C + 1 (l+a^x^^l) 
X is 
X > 0 (4.1.4) 
x > 0 (4.1.5) 
Expressions for the single and joint pdf for the r^^ eund s^^ 
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concomitants of ordered statistics from bivariate Burr XII 
distribution are obtained and their single and product moments 
are derived. Further, we have computed means, variances and 
product moments for n = 1 (1) 10 and the accuracy of the 
calculation is checked by the relations (1.3.16) and (1.3.17). 
Bivariate Lomax and bivariate log-logistic are considered as 
particular cases of bivariate Burr XII distribution. 
The part of the result is contained in Begum & Khan (1997b) . 
4.2. Probability Density Function of Yrj-.^ i 
For bivariate Burr XII distribution with distribution function 
(4.1.1), the pdf of the first order statistic, in view of (1.1.1) 
for r=l is, 
f. „(x) = n [l-F(x)]""^ f (X) 1 :n 
|n-l ca^ k^ x"^ !"^  
n 
I (1+a^x^l)^ J (l+a^ x^ l)^ "*" 
nca^k X ••• 
X > 0 (4.2.1) 
ki T^c+1 (1+a^x^l) 
and the pdf of the first concomitant of the order statistic, in 
view of (1.3.1) for r = 1 is, 
" (c+1) a-k-y^2-l (1 + a-x^l)^"" nca.k.x'^ l"-'-
r 2 2"' 1 1 1 
dx 
J k, k_ c+2 v-T nc+1 
0 (1 + a^ x'^ l + "2^ ^  (1+a^x^l) 
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00 
= nc(c+l) I a^k^x^l'^ a2'^2y^2-l (i+a^x^l)" ^''^"''^  
0 
Ir. U_ - (C + 2) 
(1+a^x'^^+a^y^^) dx (4.2.2) 
Let t = a x^l, then the R.H.S of (4.2.2) reduces to 
00 
ko-1 r - (nc-c) y-^ -(c+2) 
= nc(c+l) "2^2^ J ^^'^^^ (t+l+a2y 2) dt 
0 
(4.2.3) 




k 2 > - ^ - l 
= nc(c+l) oLjfiY 
nc - c, 1 
nc+2 
Therefore, we obtain 
1^ 2-
r(nc+2) 









; -aoY k2 ; y > 0 
. . . (4.2.4) 
We now prove that [ g (y) dy = 1. 
J [l:n] 
We have, 
" nc(c+l) a2k2y^2-l 
f g,, , (y) dy = r 
J tl:n] J 0 (nc+1) (i+a2y^2) c+1 2 1 
nc-c, 1 
nc+2 
; -cc^Y k2 dy 
nc(c+1) a k v^2"l 00 
(nc+1) J u_ c+1 ^ 
0 (l+a2y 2) r=0 




nc(c+l) r-, r r r z z ko>^ , y (a^ y 2) dy 
(nc+1) 
r=0 
(nc+2) r! J ko.c+l 
r 0 (l+a-y ) 
(4.2.5) 
r^2 Let t = l+a-y 2, then the R.H.S of (4.2.5) reduces to 
r,^ /nxi^  " (nc-c)^ (1)^ (-1)^  " , ,, 
"^^^^ y E f t-(^ -^ )^ (t-l)^dt 
:+l) ^ (nr + y.) r! J (nc+1) r=0 
(nc+2)j^ r! 
(4.2.6) 
Now using relation (1.4.26) in (4.2.6), we get, after 
simplification 
nc(c-Hl) ; ("^ -^ r^ (^ ^ -^^ ) r(c-r) r(r+l) 
(nc+1)  ^ 
r=0 
(nc+2)^ r! r(c+l) 
(4.2.7) 
By employing (1.4.6) and after simplification, we obtain 
n(c-.l) : <^^-^)r (^ ^ (^ )r n(c+i) ^ 'r r 
(nc+1) ^ (nc+2) (1-c 
r=0 )r ^ ' 
n(c+l) 
F 
(nc+1) 3 2 
nc-c, 1, 1 
; 1 
nc+2, 1-c 
On applying (1.4.15) in (4.2.8), it follows that 
nc-c, 1 
= n -F 
2 1 1-c 
Thus the pdf of Y 
; 1 = 1. 
[r:n] 
from (1.3.12) is 
n 













ic(c+l) a2'^2^ k2-l 
(4.2.8) 
(4.2.9) 




i c - c , 1 
i c+2 •oc^y 
H2 
The same e x p r e s s i o n f o r g 
d i r e c t l y u s i n g ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) . 
[ r : n ] 
y > 0 ( 4 . 2 . 1 0 ) 
(y) i s o b t a i n e d i f we d e r i v e 
4 . 3 . Moments of Y [ r : n ] 
We have , 
(k) 
V , = \ y^ S M i<y ) ^y 
l : n ] J [ l : n ] 
r k n c ( c + l ) " 2 ^ 2 ^ 
= J y <"^-^^^ ( l+a ,y '^2)C+l 2 1 
n c - c , 1 
nc+2 • " 2 ^ 
k2 dy 
n c ( c + l ) r k 2^2^ 
.k2-l 
" ( n c - c ) _ ( 1 ) _ {-ay^2)^ 
= ( n c . l ) J^  ^ ( i . a 2 y ^ 2 ) C . l ^f^ ( n c . 2 ) ^ r ! 
n c ( c + l ) ^ 
h l T ^ 
( n c - c ) ^ (1)^ ( - 1 ) ^ » - V " ^ 2 - 1 
(nc+1) 
r = 0 
(nc+2)^ r l 
( a _ y ^ 2 ) ^ dy 
J 
a „ k _ y k "2-2 
( l , a ^ y k 2 ) C + l 
Now l e t t i n g ^+(^2^ 2 = t i n ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) , we g e t 
( n c - c ) ^ ( 1 ) ^ ( - 1 ) ^ n c ( c + 1 ) I ( n c . l ) 4 / ^ 2 ^f^ ( n c . 2 ) ^ r : 
j t-^ -^^ )^ (t-l)'^/^2-^dt 
Applying t h e r e l a t i o n ( 1 . 4 . 2 6 ) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
n c ( c + l ) 1 
( n c - c ) j , ( 1 ) ^ ( - 1 ) ^ 
( n c . l ) a f ^ 2 ^ t o ^^^"^"^ ^ ' 
dy 
. ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) 
( 4 . 3 . 2 ) 
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r{c-k/k2-r) r (k/k2+r+l) 
( 4 . 3 . 3 ) 
r ( c + i ) 
On using (1.4.6) in ( 4 . 3 . 3 ) , we obtain, a f t e r s impl i f ica t ion 
nc(c+l) r ( c -k /k2) r(k/k2+l) 
" (nc.l) a5/^2 F(^^^^ 
" (nc-c)j. (1)^ (k/k2+l)j^ 
^ (nc+2)^ (l-c+k/k2)„ r! 
r=0 ^ ^ 
nc(c+l) r(c-k/k2) r(k/k2+l) 
(nc+1) 02^^2 r(c+l) 
F 




By employing (1.4.14) in (4 .3 .4) , we can wri te 
1, -nc n r ( c -k /k2+ l ) r(k/k2+l) i 
^ / - ^ ^ r(c) k/k2 2 1 l -k/k2 ; 1 
( 4 . 3 . 5 ) 
Hence, applying relation (1.4.10) and then simplifying, it gives 
M 
(k) n 
f^  = ^^ (nc-k/k2) a^/^2 
r(c-k/k2+l) r(k/k2+l) 
r(c) 
c > k/k2 
(4.3.6) 





[r:n] I <-i) 









[ l : i ] 
i - n + r - 1 
i=n-r+l 
r(c-k/k2+l) r (k /k2+l ) 
re 
I t may be noted here t h a t , 
i - 1 
n - r 
n 
i ( i c - k / k 2 ) ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 
(4.3.7) 
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^ (1) n r(c-l/iC2) r(l/k2 + l) 
y fi^"-' = . = n E(Y) 
^ lr:nl l/k2 r»l «2 
!; (2) n r(c-2/k2) r(2/k2+l) ,, 
y U = :— = n E(Y*) 
^ Ir:n) 2/k2 
. (4.3.8) 
rc 
• • • • • • * «a • \ ^ m J • tf / 
Combining (4,3.7), (4.3.8) and (4.3.9), we can establish the 
identity 
r=l ian-r+1 ». -» v ^ b) 
a '' b 
..(4.3.10) 
nV 1 
Table 4.3.1: Mean of the concomitant of order statistics 
02 = 1.0000 kj = 1 0°°° * ^ = 3.0000 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.5000 
2 0.4000 0.6000 
3 0.3750 0.4500 0.6750 
4 0.3636 0.4091 0.4909 0.7364 
5 0.3571 0.3896 0.4383 0.5260 0.7890 
6 0.3529 0.3782 0.4125 0.4641 0.5569 0.8354 
7 0.3500 0.3706 0.3971 0.4332 0.4873 0.5846 0.8771 
8 0.3478 0.3652 0.3867 0.4143 0.4520 0.5085 0.6102 0.9153 
9 0.3462 0.3612 0.3793 0.4016 0.4303 0.4694 0.5281 0.6337 0.9505 
10 0.3448 0.3561 0.3737 0.3923 0.4154 0.4450 0,4856 0.5462 0.6555 0.9833 
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4.4. Joint Distribution of Two Concomitants ^rrtn] ^^^ ^[s:n] 
For the bivariate Burr XII distribution with pdf (4.1.2), we have 
from equation (1.1.6) 
fr.s:n<^l' ^2^ = ^r.s:n { 
1 1 
1 -
ki c } 
r-l 
(1+a^x^-L) 







k-1 C+1 )c, C + 1 
(l+oc^x!;l) (l+a,x^l) 
•1"1 ' X * — 3 ^ - 2 
r-l s-r-1 
= ^ r,s:n I I (-1) 
i=0 j=0 
ca^k^x^l"^ 
i+D r - l 
1 
c a 
s - r -1 I ^ J 
k x ^ l 1^1^2 
- 1 
k^ ic+sc-rc-jc+1 k- nc-sc+jc+c+1 
:i+rt^ x^ -'-) (1+0^X2"'-) 
and from equation (1.3.3) 
« ^2 (c-Hl) a2^2yi 
[r,s:n] 1 -^  J J 
ko-l ,, ki c+1 
,-^  (1+a^x^-L) 
c+2 0 0 (l+a^x^l+a2y^2) 
(c+1) «2^2y2^"^ (1+a^x^l)'^''^ r-l s-r-1 
r,s:n Z Z 













k^ nc-sc+jc+c+l -•• -^  
(4.4.1) 
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- ^r,s:n =' (-^ )' ^\ A y\'-' y ^ ' T T 
(-1) 1+: r-l s-r-1 J 









a k x^l~^ 







J I •* ki ki C+2 L 0 (l+a^x^Ua^y^S) 
-•i"i"2 r -1 
k- nc-sc+ic -^  •'• "^  
i+a,x!:i) •• -• 




Kx^, y^) = J 
u ki-1 
a^k^x^l 
0 (l+a^xjl+a^yi^)^''^ (1+a^x^l) k- ic+sc-rc-c-]c 
dx. 
(4.4.3) 
kl _ Letting 1+a^x^i = t^ in (4.4.3), we get 
l+a^X2l 
^ J (tj^ ) (i+t^/A) dt^ I(X2, y-,^) = A" 
(4.4.4) 
with a = ic+sc-rc-c-jc, ^ = c+2, & X = a2yi k2 
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Using (1.4.23) in (4.4.4), we can write 
1, If 1+a.x 
" (-1) 0 ) u (1/;^ ) 
1 k=0 
k! I ^ 
-(a-k) 
dt. 
we have after sinplification 
" (-1)^ 0)i, (lA)^ 
I(X2, y^) = x~^ ^ 
k=0 
ki -(a-k-l) 
l+a,x_-»-) - 1 k! (-a+k+1) 
(4 4 5) 
Now putting the value of (4.4.5) in (4.4.2) and further setting 
1+a x-^ = tj and using the relation (1.4.23), it follows that 
r-1 s-r-1 
2 , ^,2 2 ,2 ko-l ko-l V V / iN^ '*'^  
= C ^ „ c c+1 a k y ^ y^ ) ) -1 
r,s:n 2 2 1 2 ^ ^ 
i=0 j=0 
[-) tr-] X-^ 5-^ I 
k=0 





with y = nc-sc+jc, & 5 = a-,y,^ 
(4.4.6) 
2-^ 2 
Now, putting the value of a. A, y & S and again letting 
i+D 
sc-nc-jc+1 = d and rc-ic-nc+c+2 = y in (4 .4 .6 ) , we have 
r , s : n 2 2 1 2 ^ ^ 
i=0 j=0 




s - r - 1 
J k! 
» O)^ (-l/a2y22) 
1=0 
l[ id+i) (y+k+£) 
. ( 4 . 4 . 7 ) 
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Using (1.4.7) and (1.4.8) in (4.4.7), it becomes 
= C c2 (c.l)2 a2 k2 y^2-l y^l'^ V V (-i) 
r,s:n 2 2 1 2 L L 
i+D 
i=0 j=0 
r-1 T ^ («,y^^.-%<.,y^^.-^5^ 
k2' .^2. 
11 
( r ) ,^ , , o ) , ( d ) , m^ (- i /«2y2 ^ ( - i / « 2 y i ^ ) 
i=0 k=0 ' •^+k i (y+1)..^ (d+1) 





,(7^72) = C_ g _ c^ (c+l)'^ j; j; (-1) [r,s:n] •'• ^ r,s.n u u 
i=0 j=0 






'2'"2^ 1 2 2-^ 2 
k2,^ 
2-'l 
1: 2 ; 1 
1:1; 0 
d y 
r : $ , d ; ^  ; 
y+1 : d+1 
k2,^ (a-,y;^ ) («2y2^ 
'• " ' "2^2 
X2 k2 
2^1 
with p = c+2, d = sc-nc-jc+1, & y = rc-ic-nc+c+2 
(4.4.8) 
We have checked that g (y,.Vo) dy- dy_ = l 
J J [r,s:n] 1^2 -^ 1 -^ 2 
4.5. Product Moments of Two Concomitants Y. , and Y, , 
[ r : n ] [ s : n ] 
Product moments of two concomi tan t s Y, , and Yr i i s given by 
l r :n ] i s : n j ^ ^ 
u V 
^ [ r : n ] ^ [ s : n ] = f f y, y^ g. , (yi.y2) ^yi ^^2 
J J 1 2 [ r , s : n ] ^ ^ ± z 0 0 
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r r U V " 2 ^ 2 ^ 1 "2'^2^2 
" ^ J J ^1 ^2 zrj jc, 3 
0 0 ("2^1 ^ ^ " 2 ^ 2 ^ 
1 : 2 ; 1 
!• 
1 : 1 ; 0 
1 : ^ , d ; P ; 
r+1 : d+1 ; - ; ^2 .k2 
r - 1 s - r - 1 
with A = C ^ „ c^ (c+1)^ y y (-1) 
r , s : n L, L, 
1+D 
"2^1 




= A ih: u V " 2 ^ 2 ^ ! 
i=0 j = 0 
k o - 1 , k o - l 
• -^  a^k^y^'^ 
s-r-1 
J d y 
2'"2y2 
0 0 ("2^1 ) 
I I 
(^)£^k ^^\ ^^h (^^k ( - i /«2y2 ' ) ' (- i /«2yi ' [ 
( r + D^^j^ (d+1)^ £! k! dy^ dy2 
(4 .5 .1 ) 
On a p p l y i n g (1.4.9) i n ( 4 . 5 . 1 ) , a f t e r s i m p l i f i c a t i o n , we have 
? V " 2 ^ 2 ' " " " (y ) , ( g ) , (d ) , ( - i / « 2 y 2 ' ) ' 
J ^2 v_ fi >_ (y+1), (d+i)„ II = A 2 ko ^ 
0 ("2^2 ^ *=° 
a.,k_y!;'2-l ^ , y+£ 
0 ^ (a2y^2)^ 2 1 ^^^^^ 
" 2 ^ 1 
,k2 
dy^ dy2 
( 4 . 5 . 2 ) 
Now letting "2^1^ ^ ~^-'- ^^ (4.5.2) and using the relation 
(1.4.12), it follows that 
= A 
"r V «2^2y2'"' " (r), (P), (d), (-l/«2y2') 
2 k |3 /- (y+1), (d+1), 
0 ("2^ 2 ' ^=° 
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a- - I (2-1) ^ (1 - -) F 
2 J z 2 1 
•u/k2 r _ ,,u/k2-P 
1 
/3, 1 1 dz dy2 
7 v!2|^2V2^ " (r), (P), (d), (-l/a,y^ 2) 




,-O.k) (,.i)^ /'^ 2 ^ ^ ^ y^ 
• • • • • • • • • • \ ^ B • -J • J / 
Using (1.4.26), (1.4.10) & (1.4.3) in (4.5.3), after 
simplification, we get 
A y . r O - u / k 2 - l ) r(u/k2+l) hi 
^ k2 - l 
«2'^2y2 
u/k2 J ' 2 k„ P 
(y-p+u/k2+l) oc^ ^ r O ) 0 ( "2^2^ 
« (d)^ (r+l-p+u/k2)^ O ) ^ ( - l / a2y2^) 
y dy, 
> (d+l)„ {1^7 - - — £=0 -2-/3+u/k2)^ 
,J^2 
( 4 . 5 . 4 1 
Fur the r s e t t i n g z-1 = a^^^ "^ ^ ( 4 . 5 . 4 ) , i t becomes 
A y rO-u/k2-l) r(u/k2+l) i 




d, y+l-p+u/k2, P 1 
d+1, y+2-p+u/k2 ' 1-z dz (4.5.5) 
Using (1.4.19) and then (1.4.12), after simplification, we get 
A y rO-u/k2-l) r(u/k2 + l) i 
(T+l-P+u/k2) (y+l-p-d+\i/k2) r O ) (u+v)/k2 
2 
\ (y+l-^+u/k2) Y — — ^ — r 
k=0 ^ 1 
" (fi) fl) " 





^ 1 — 
> (y+: 
0)£ (1)^ " -o+£) v/k2 
TTI ( z - l ) dz 
e = o "^  < 1 
(4.5.6) 
By applying (1.4.26) and (1.4.10), a f t e r s impl i f ica t ion , we can 
write 
A d y r(/5-u/k2-l) r(u/k2+l) r O - v / k 2 - l ) r(v/k2+l) 
(u+v)/k2 ro) ro) 
(d+l-p+v/k2) (y+2-20+u/k2+v/k2) 
(4.5.7) 
Putting the values of A, p, d and y and then simplifying, we have 
r-1 s-r-1 





1 r(c-u/k2+l) r(u/k2+l) r(c-v/k2+l) r(v/k2+l) 
1 
V. J 
(u+v) /k2 r(c+2) r(c+2) 
(sc-nc-jc-c+v/k2) (rc-ic-nc-c+u/k2+v/k2) 
(4.5.8) 
which is the product moments of two concomitants of order 
statistics. 
The single and product moments for concomitants of order 
statistics for bivariate Lomax can be obtained by putting 
y^^ = 1 = k^ and for bivariate log-logistic by putting c = 1 in 
(4.3.7) and (4.5.8) respectively. 
Here, if we put u = 0 or v = 0, then we obtain the single moments 
of concomitant of ordered statistics. 
For u = l & v = i , we get 
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E 
r -1 s - r -1 
[^[r:n] Y[s:n]] = C^,s :n ^^ ^^"^ '^^  I I ^"^^ 
i=0 j=0 
f s - r - l l 1 r ( c - l / k 2 + l ) ] ^ [ r ( l / k 2 + l ) ] ^ 
i+D r - 1 
i 
3 J 2/>C2 tr(c+2)] 
(sc-nc-jc-c+l/k2) (rc-ic-nc-c+2/k2) 
(4 5 9) 
I t may be noted here t h a t 
n n 
I I E[Y[r:n] ^ [ s : n ] ] = 
r=l s=l 
n r{c-2/k2) r (2 /k2+l ) 
( a^ ) ' / ^^ re 
1 r ( c - i / k 2 ) r ( i / k 2 + i ) 
+ n(n-l) 
2 
ia^) l/k2 re 
2 2 
= n E(Y ) + n ( n - l ) E (Y) 
(4 .5 .10) 
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Table 4.5.1: Product moments between the concomitants of order statistics 
























































































































































































































































































10 0.3395 0.3530 0.3691 0.3884 0.4129 0.4444 0.4890 0.5589 0.6986 4.1914 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM GUMBEL'S 
BIVARIATE WEIBUa DISTRIBUTION 
5 . 1 . Introduct ion 
Let {X. , Y . ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , n be n p a i r s of independent random 
v a r i a b l e s from Gunibel's b i v a r i a t e Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n (Johnson 
and Kotz, 1972; Roy, 1993) w i t h d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n (df) 
F (x ,y ) = 1 - exp[-axP] - exp [ -byP] + exp[-axP-byP-cxPyP] ; 
x , y s O , a , b > 0 , O s c s a b 
euid p r o b a b i l i t y dens i ty f u n c t i o n (pdf) 
f ( x . y ) = p^ xP"^ yP '^ [(b+cxP) (a+cyP)-c] exp[-axP-byP-cxPyP] ; 
x , y £ 0 , a , b > 0 , O s c s a b 
The c o n d i t i o n a l pdf of Y, g i v e n X i s 
f ( y | x ) = exp[-(b+cxP)yP] [ (b+cxP) (a+cyP)-c] ; y a 0 
a 
(5 .1 .3 ) 
The m a r g i n a l df of X i s 
F(x) = 1 - exp[-axP] ; X 2: .0 ( 5 . 1 . 4 ) 
and t h e marg ina l pdf of X i s 
f (x) = paxP"-^ exp[-axP] ; x s 0 (5 .1 .5 ) 
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In th i s Chapter, expressions for the s i ng l e and jo in t pdf for the 
r th and s^ ^^  concomitants of ordered s t a t i s t i c s from Gumbel's 
b ivar ia te Weibull d i s t r i bu t ion are obtained and the i r moments are 
derived. Fur ther , we have computed means and variances for 
n = 1 (1) 10 and the accuracy of the ca lcu la t ion i s checked by 
the r e l a t i o n (1 .3 .16) , 
Since b i v a r i a t e Rayleigh and b iva r i a t e exponential are p a r t i c u l a r 
cases of b i v a r i a t e Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n . Therefore expressions 
for these d i s t r i b u t i o n s [bivar ia te Rayleigh at p = 2 and 
b ivar ia te exponential at p = l] may be obtained from expressions 
of b iva r i a t e Weibull d i s t r i bu t i on . 
The part of the r e s u l t i s contained in Begum & Khan (1997c) . 
5.2. Probability Density Function of Y, , 
' [r:n] 
For Gumbel's b i v a r i a t e Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n with d i s t r i b u t i o n 
function ( 5 . 1 . 1 ) , the pdf of the f i r s t order s t a t i s t i c , in view 
of (1.1.1) for r=l i s 
f^ .^W = n [ l -F (x) ]^"^ f(x) 
n-1 = ^ { exp[-axP] \ pax^""'- exp[-axP] 
= n pax^~ exp[-naxP] ; x a 0 
(5.2.1) 
and the pdf of the first concomitant of the order statistic, in 
view of (1.3.1) for r=l is 
^[l:n]^^^ = J '^ '^^ ^ 'l:n^^) ^ 
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= f Py^"""" exp[-(b+cxP)yP] [ (b+cxP) (a+cy^) -c] 
0 
npx^~ exp[-ncucP] dx 
CO 
= np yP~ exp[ -by^] | exp[-(cyP+na)xP] 
0 
[cx^Ca+cy^)+ab-c+bcy^] px^" dx 
Let t = x^, then t h e R.H.S of (5.2.2) r educes t o 
CO 
= np yP~ exp[ -by^] \ exp[-(cy^+na) t ] 
0 
[tc(a+cyP)+ab-c+bcy^] dt 
Now using the relation (1.4.25) in (5.2.3), we can write 
( 5 . 2 . 2 ) 
( 5 . 2 . 3 ) 
= np yP~ exp[-byP] - c(a+cy^) (ab-c+bcy^) + 
(cyP+na) (cy^+na) 
( 5 . 2 . 4 ) 
we get, after simplification, 
abn(n-l) an(n-l) 
[ l : n ] nb D ri3 n na y 
c(yP+—) c(yP+—)"= J 
pyP~ exp[-byP] 
y s 0 ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) 
It can be seen that f g (y) dy 
J [l:n] 
We have. 






exp[-byP] pyP" dy 
Now le t t i ng y^ = t in (5 .2 .6) , we get 
(5.2.6) 
-I nb - abn(n-l) an(n-l) na na 2 
c(t+—) c(t+—)^ J 
c c 
' e at 
-"-l abn(n-l) an(n-l) na na o 
L c(t+—) c(t+—)^ 
c c 
na 
• e at 
(5.2.7) 
Further setting t + — = u in (5.2.7), we obtain 
c 
abn(n- l ) nab/c 
= n - e exp[-bu] u~ du 
na/c 
an(n- l ) ^nab/c 
exp[-bu] u du 
na/c 
(5.2.8) 
Integrating by parts and using formula (1.4.32) in (5.2.8), after 
sin^lification, we get 
= n - (n-l) = 1. 
Thus the pdf of Y from (1.3.12) i s 
[ r :n] 
n 
g. (y) = y (-1) 
[r.-n] ^ 
i=n- r+ l 
i-n+r-1 1 - 1 
n-r [ 1 : 1 ] 
n 









i b a b i ( i - l ) a i ( i - l ) 
c (y^+—) c(y^+—) J 
• py^~ exp[-byP] ; y i 0 
(5.2.9) 
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The same expression for g (y) is obtained if we derive 
[ r :n] 
d i r e c t l y u s i n g ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) . 
5 .3 . Moments of Y [ r : n ] 
We have, 
eibn(n-l) an{n- l ) CO r 
= J y 
0 
n b 
{y^+—) c(y^+—) J 
pyP ' exp[-by^] dy 
(5.3.1) 
rP -S e t t i n g y^ = t i n ( 5 . 3 . 1 ) , we get 
= I ^''' • nb 
a b n ( n - l ) an(n- l ) 
na na o 
c ( t + — ) c ( t+—)^ J 
c c 
e-^^ d t 
( 5 . 3 . 2 ) 
On using formula (1.4.25), it follows that 
n r(k/p+l) abn(n-l) 
bk/p 
an(n-l) 
J exp[-bt] t^/P (t+na/c)"-'- dt 
0 
J exp[-bt] t^ /P (t+na/c)"^ dt 
0 
(5.3.3) 
Integrating by parts and using (1.4.28), we get, after 
simplification 
^^ ' -- • 1"-^ - (n-l) (na/c)^/P e"^^/^ r(l-k/p, nab/c) 
bk/p 
(5.3.4) 
n = r(k/p+i) 
[l:n] 
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Thus, t h e k^h moment of Y i s 




[ r :n ] i=n- r+ l 
n 
i=n- r+ l 
i - n + r - 1 i - 1 
n - r 
n 
i * i 
(k) 
i - n + r - 1 
[ l : i ] 
r ( k / p + l ) 
V - ( i -1 ) ( i a / o ' ^ / P g i a b / c r ( i - k / p , i a b / c ) 
r •> 







I t may be noted he re t h a t , 
n 
. ( 5 . 3 . 5 ) 
^ (1) r ( l / p + l ) , ^ 
y W^  , = n — = n E(Y) 
^ [ r :n ] , 1 ; 




^ (2) r ( 2 / p + l ) ^ 2, 
y U = n =- = n E Y 
^ [ r :n ] .7 
r = l D 2 / p 
( 5 . 3 . 7 ) 
Combining ( 5 . 3 . 5 ) , ( 5 . 3 . 6 ) & ( 5 . 3 . 7 ) , we can e s t a b l i s h the 
fol lowing i d e n t i t i e s 
n n 
r = l i=n - r+ l 
i - n + r - 1 i - 1 
n - r 
n -1 
i - 1 
V. J 
( i -1) e ^ ^ / ^ E ( i ab / c ) = 0; 
k / p 












(i-1) e iab/c 
Re(l-k/p) > 0. 
(5.3.9) 
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Table 5.3.1: Mean of the concomitant of order statistics 
a = 1.0000 b = 1.0000 c = 0.5000 & p = 1.0000 
n \ r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1.0000 
2 1.1746 0.8254 
3 1.2568 1.0103 0.7329 
4 1.3053 1.1113 0.9093 0.6742 
5 1.3375 1.1766 1.0133 0.8399 0.6327 
6 1.3604 1.2226 1.0845 0.9422 0.7887 0.6015 
7 1.3777 1.2570 1.1367 1.0149 0.8877 0.7492 0.5769 
8 1.3911 1.2837 1.1770 1.0695 0.9602 0.8441 0.7175 0.5568 
9 1.4019 1.3050 1.2090 1.1128 1.0155 0.9160 0.8082 0.6917 0.5400 
10 1.4107 1.3225 1.2350 1.1484 1.0595 0.9716 0.8792 0.7778 0.6700 0.5255 
Table 5.3.2 : Variance of the concomitant of order statistics 
a = 1.0000 b = 1.0000 c = 0.5000 & p = 1.0000 
n\r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1.0000 
2 1.2233 0.7157 
3 1.3390 0.9515 0.5722 
4 1.4116 1.0931 0.7894 0.4859 
5 1.4619 1.1899 0.9318 0.6825 0.4282 
6 1.4989 1.2610 1.0349 0.8186 0.6066 0.3867 
7 1.5273 1.3156 1.1141 0.9208 0.7350 0.5497 0.3553 
8 1.5499 1.3591 1.1768 1.0024 0.8332 0.6711 0.5052 0.3306 
9 1.5683 1.3945 1.2279 1.0684 0.9146 0.7637 0.6209 0.4693 0.3107 
10 1.5836 1.4238 1.2709 1.1223 0.9824 0.8422 0.7078 0.5807 0.4394 0.2943 
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5.4. Joint Distribution of Two Concomitants Y. , and Y. .^, 
For the Gumbel's bivariate Weibull distribution with pdf (5.1.2), 
we have from equation (1.1.6) 
f r , s :n<^l ' ^2) = ^ r , s : n {" " ^xpt-axP^y r - 1 
s - r - 1 
•^  expt-axP] - exp[-axP] \ ^ exp[-axP] J ,n-s 
,P-1 ,P-1 paxt' expE-axH pax^ exp[ -axp 
r - l s - r - 1 
= C paxr -^  pax^ ^ Y^ J^ (-1)^""^ 
i=0 j=0 
p-1 p-1 
r , s : n P ^ ^ l P ^ 2 





exp [-( ia+sa-ra-a- ja)x^] exp[-jax^] exp[-(na-sa)x^] 
exp[-axP] exp[-axP] 
,.^ paxP-l paxP-1 Y T l - ^ l " ^ 
i=0 j=0 
exp[-( ia+sa-ra- ja)xP] exp[-(na-sa+ja+a)xP] 





and from equat ion (1.3.3) 
x_ 
00 2 
9 -1 ^^1*^2^ " \ I Py?""'' exp[-(b+cxP)yP] [ (b+cx^) (a+cyP)-c] 
0 0 
pyP'^ exp[-(b+cxP)yP] [ (b+cx^) (a+cyP)-c] C^ . ^.^ 
r - l s-r-1 
D - l ^ D - 1 
P^l " P^2 " I I (-1)^^' 
i=0 j=0 
.Pi 
r - l 
i 
s - r -1 
j 
exp[- ( ia+sa-ra- ja )x^] exp [-(na-sa+ja+a)x^] dx dx^ 
= = r , s , n P ' y ? " ' y ? " ' exp[-(byP*byP)] \ ' { , - 1 , ^ * ^ 
i=0 j=0 
r - l 
i 
V. J 
s - r - 1 
j I [(b+cxP)(a+cyP)-c] 
L 0 
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exp[ -{cy |+na - sa+ ja+a )x^ ] px^ ' ^ ^^^2' ^ l ^ } ^ : 
where, I{x2, y^^ ) = J [ (b+cx^) (a+cyP)-c] 
0 
exp[- {cy^+ ia+sa - r a - j a )x^ ] px^ ' dx^ 
Now l e t t i n g x^ = t i n 1 5 . 4 . 3 ) , we ob ta in 
. (5.4.2) 
.(5.4.3) 
I(X2, Yi) = J { ct(a+cyP) + b(a+cyP) - c } exp[-K(y^)t] dt 
0 
(5.4.4) 
Integrating by parts and simplifying (5.4.4), we get. 
c(a+cyP) 
^ - exp[-K(y^)xP] x? 
K(y.) 
exp[-K(y^)xP] 
+ ) - { b(a+cyP) - c \ { exp [-K(y. )xP] - 1 } 
K(y^) J ^ ^^ J K(y^) I ^ ^1 2 / 
(5.4.5) 
with K(y ) = cy^ + ia + sa - ra - ja 
Now putting the value of (5.4.5) in (5.4.2) and again letting 
x^ = t and L(y ) = cy? + na - sa + ja + a and using the relation 
(1.4.25), we get after simplification r-l s-r-1 








K(yi) '^  
1=0 j=o 
{ 
K(y^) L^(y2) [K(y^)+L(y2)]-^ K(y^) [K (y^)+L (y2) ] ^  } 
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b c { - ^ 
2' 
1 
K(yi ) [K(y^)+L(y2) ] 
c{a+cyP) 
} . .= { 
K{yi) { = = { 




[ K ( y , ) . L { y 2 ) ] 2 K(y^) [ K ( y ^ ) . L ( y 2 ) ] 
KCy^) c{a+cyf) 
> - b { > > . 
{ = { 
[ K ( y ^ ) + L ( y 2 ) ] ^ 1^^(72^ 
L(y2) [K(y^)+L(y2^ K(y i ) 
- b { 
K ( y i ) }} L(y2) [ K ( y ^ ) + L ( y 2 ) ] J J L(y2) [K(y^)+L (y2) ] 
y^ , y j - 0 ( 5 . 4 . 6 ) 
w i t h K(y^) = cyP + i a + s a - r a - j a 
and ^^¥2^ = ^y? + n a - s a + j a + a 
We h a v e checked t h a t \l [ r , s : n , < ^ l ' ^ 2 ' ^ y i ' J y s = 1 -
The product moments of concomitants of order statistics may be 
obtained as 
E [ to GO 
J 0 0 0 0 
t r , s : n ] where j o i n t pdf g^ ^ ^V^.'"^!^ ^^ g i v e n i n ( 5 . 4 . 6 ) . 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM MARSHAU AND OLKIN'S 
BIVARIATE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
6.1. Introduction 
Let (Xi, Y^) , i = 1, 2, ... ,n be n pairs of independent random 
varieQDles from Marshall & Olkin's bivariate Weibull distribution 
(Mardia, 1970; Marshall & Olkin, 1967; Roy & Mukherjee, 1989) 
with distribution function (df) 
F(x,y) = 1 - exp^ -(\^+X^)x°^ } - exp{ - (X^+\^)y'^ } 
+ expl -Aj^ x^ -X-y^ '-X^  max(x",y") \ ; 
where X , X , X- > 0 ; 0 < x, y < « 
(6.1.1) 
The df g i v e n by (6 .1 .1) can be r e w r i t t e n a s 
F(x,y) = 
ffi a^ 1 - exp[-(X^+X2)x ] - exp[-(X2+X2)y ] 
+ expt-X^x"-X y"-X x"] ; 0 < y s X 
a. 1 - exp[-(X^+X2)x ] - exp[ - (X2 + X^)y"] 
+ exp[-X^x"-X2y"-X2y°'] ; 0 < X < y 
( 6 . 1 . 2 ) 
and t h e p r o b a b i l i t y dens i ty funct ion (pdf) 
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f { x , y ) = 
X^iX^+X^) a^x^ 'V"-" - exp[-X^x.^-X^y"-X^x*] ; 0 < y < x a 
c -
a 
a 0I•^ X^(X^+X^) a ^ x ^ ' V " " " exp[-X^x'*-X2y"-^3y"] ; 0 < X < y 
X^ ax a - 1 a a -X X -XjX -A^X J ; X = y > 0 
. . . (6 .1.3) 
The c o n d i t i o n a l pdf of Y, given X i s 
X^ ay exp[-X2y 1 ; 
f lylx) = 
x^(x^^x^) 
(X1+X3) 
ay"""^ exp[-{X-+X^)y"+X_x"] ; 
a, 
(X^.X3) exp[-X2X ] 
0 < y < X 
0 < X < y 
y = X > 0 
( 6 . 1 . 4 ) 
The margina l df of X i s 
a. F(x) = 1 - exp[-(X^+X2)x ] ; 0 < X < 00 
and the m a r g i n a l pdf of X i s 
f(x) = (X^+X^) ax""-*- exp[-(X^+X3)x"] ; a . 
(6.1.5) 
0 < X < 00 
(6.1.6) 
Express ions f o r t h e pdf of the r^h concomi tan t s of ordered 
s t a t i s t i c s from Marshal l and O l k i n ' s b i v a r i a t e Weibull 
d i s t r i b u t i o n a r e o b t a i n e d and t h e i r moments a r e d e r i v e d . Further , 
we have computed means and va r i ances fo r n = 1 (1) 10 for X = 1 
X_ = 1, X^ = 1 and a = 2 and t h e accuracy of t h e ca l cu l a t i on 
checked by t h e r e l a t i o n (1 .3 .16 ) . 
Since b i v a r i a t e Ray l e igh and b i v a r i a t e e x p o n e n t i a l a r e p a r t i c u l a r 
cases of b i v a r i a t e Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n , t h e r e f o r e expressions 
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for these distributions [bivariate Rayleigh at a = 2 and 
bivariate exponential at a = 1] may be obtained from expressions 
of bivariate Weibull distribution. Beg and Balasubramanian (1996) 
had considered bivariate exponential distribution but they 
committed serious error, while carrying out the calculation. 
Their corrigendum may appear in subsequent issue of CSAB. The 
corrected form may also be obtained from our results by putting 
a = 1. 
6.2. Probability Density Function of Y, , 
[r:n] 
For Marshall and O l k i n ' s b i v a r i a t e Weibull d i s t r i b u t i o n with 
d i s t r i b u t i o n funct ion ( 6 . 1 . 2 ) , t he pdf of t h e f i r s t order 
s t a t i s t i c , in view of ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) fo r r = 1 i s 
f^.j^(x) = n [ l - F ( x ) ] " " ^ f (X) 
= n [exp{-(A^+A2)x"}] (A^+A^) ax""-*- exp{-(A^+A3)x"} 
= n (A H-A^ ) ax"~ exp[-n(A +A-)x"] ; 0 < x < » 
(6.2.1) 
and the pdf of the f i r s t concomitant of the o r d e r s t a t i s t i c , in 
view of (1.3.1) for r = 1 i s 
g, , , (y) = [ f(yix) f i .n (x) dx 
[ l : n ] J -^'^ 
y 
= J A^(A2+A2) ay""-"- exp [-(A2+A3)y"+A2x"] n ax a - 1 
exp[-n(A^+A2)x"] dx + J A^ ay" •'• exp[-A2y"] n(A +A ) 
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ax""""" expL-nCA^+Aj)^"! dx + A^ exp[-A2y°'l n a y " " 
o^^ exp[ -n (A^+X2)y ] 
y 
= r).\^{X2+^^) ay""-"- exp [ - (A2+A3)y" ] [ exp[{-n(A^+A2)+A3}x"] 
0 
00 
ax""-"- dx + 11X2 (A^+A^) ay*^"""" exp[-A2y"] J e x p [ - n ( A ^ + A 2 ) x " ] 
y 
ax"" dx + nA^ ay"" exp [-(nA +nA2+A2)y"] 
Now let us consider u = x", then the R.H.S of (6.2.2) reduces to 
a 
y 
= nA^(A2+A2) ay"""'- exp[ -{A2+A2)y"] [ exp [ -{nA^+(n -1 ) A2}u] du 
0 
00 
+ nA2(A +A^) a y " ' expL-A-y" ] exp[ -n(A tA^ ju ] du 
y" 
+ nA- ay exp[-{nA +nA-+A_)y ] . 
nA.(A_+A^) 
[nA. — — — - a y " " e x p [ - ( A +A )y" ] + ( n - l ) A , ] ^ -^ 
{ 1 - e x p [ - { n A ^ + ( n - l ) A 3 } y " ] ]• 
A2 a y " " exp[-{nA^+nA-+A2)y"] 
nA- ay ' exp[- (nA +nA^+A2)y"] 
+ 
We get, after simplification, 
^[l:n]^^^ = ^ n (^ 2-^ 3^) "y"""" exp [-(A2.A3)y" 
a-1 
+ [1-k^] (nA^+nA2+A2) ay"" exp[-(nA^+nA2+A2)y"] / 
0 < y < 00 (6.2.3) 
nA. 
where, k = 
^ nA^+(n-l)A2 
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Now we show t h a t g (y) dy = 1 
J t l : n ] 
We have , 
J g (y) dy = J k^ a^+x^) oiy°^'^ exp[-(A2+A3)y"] dy 
0 
CO 
+ r [ l -k^ ] (nA^+nA2+A2) ay""-'- exp[-(nA^+nX2+A2)y"] dy 
0 
S e t t i n g y " = u i n ( 6 . 2 . 4 ) , then i t becomes 
CO 
= J k^ (A2+A2) exp[-(A2+A2)u] du 
0 
CO 
+ I [1 -k ] (nA +nA-+A2) exp[-(nA^+nA2+A2)u] du 
= k ^ (A2+A2) J exp[ - (A2+A2)u] d u 
[ 1 - k ] (nA.+nA2+A2) e x p [ - ( n A +nA2+A2)u] du 
= n^ - t^-V = ^-
Thus t h e pdf of Y, , i s 
[ r : n ] 
n 
[ r : n ] ^ 
i = n - r + l 
i - n + r - 1 i - 1 
n - r 
n 
i [1 :1] 
n 
i = n - r + l 
i - n + r - 1 i - 1 
n-r 
n 
i •T kj^{A2+A2) ay' 
a - l 
2 " 3 ' 
a - l 
e x p [ - ( A 2 + A 2 ) y " ] + [1 -k^] (iA^+iA3+A2) ay 
e x p [ - ( i A ^ + i A 2 + A 2 ) y " ] )• ; 0 < y < 
( 6 . 2 . 5 ) 
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where, k. = 
The same expression for ^r-r-.n] ^^ ^ ^^ obtained if we derive 
directly using (1.3.1). 
6.3. Moments of Y, , 
We have. 
(k) r J, 
[l:n] J [l:n] 
= I y^ { k^ t^ s-^ a^^  «y"'^ exp[-(A2+A3)y"] 
0 
+ tl-kjj] (nJi^ +nA^ +A^ ) ay"'""" exp[-{nA^+nX2+A2)y"] } dy 
00 
= k^ (^ 2"'^ 3^  I y*^  exp[-(A2+A3)y"] ay""^ dy 
0 
CO 
+ [1-kj^ ] (nA^+nA^+A^) J y^ exp[-(nA^+nA3+A2)y"] ay""-'- dy 
0 
Let u = y", then the R.H.S of (6.3.1) reduces to 
= n^^ '^ 2'^ '^ 3^  J e^ Pl-('^ 2*'^ 3^ ^^  ^ ''^"du 
+ tl-k^] (nA^+nA^+A^) J exp[-(nA^+nA3+A2)u] u*^ "^ du 
0 
(6.3.2) 
Upon using the relation (1.4.25) in (6.3.2), we can write 
= kj^ (^ 2'*"'^ 3^  (A2+A3)"^^/"''^^ r(k/a+l) 
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+ [l-y (n\^+nX^+\^) (nX^+nX^+X^)'^^^'^'^'^^ r(k/a+l) 
(6.3.3) 
So that finally, 
(k) r(k/a + 1) r(k/a + 1) 
^i:n] = n^ - - — - 1 ^ " ^'-v TTTrTrr^ (X2+A3) 
nX. 
(nX.+nX.+X^) 
with k = 
n nX^+(n-l)A2 


























(iA H-iA^+A,^ . .k/a J 
(6.3.4) 
(6.3.5) 
with k. = . 
1 iA^+(i-l)A2 
The means and variances have been tabulated in Tables 6.3.1 and 
6.3.2 
It may be noted here that 
n 
^ (1) r(l/a + 1) 







^ (2) r(2/a + 1) 2 
) ^^r . = ^ — = n E(Y'') 
^ [r:n] , 
r=l (^ 2 3^  
2/a (6.3.7) 
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i-n+r-l i - 1 
n-r 
n-1 
i - 1 
V. J (ia-b) (ia+c)' 
a * b 
(6.3.8) 
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Table 6.3.1 : Mean of the concomitant of order statistics 
k^ = ^ .0000 X2 = 1.0000 x^ = 1.0000 & a = 2.0000 
n\r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.6267 
2 0.5499 0.7034 
3 0.5100 0.6297 0.7403 
4 0.4847 0.5858 0.6735 0.7626 
5 0.4669 0.5559 0.6308 0.7020 0.7777 
6 0.4535 0.5337 0.6001 0.6615 0.7223 0.7888 
7 0.4430 0.5165 0.5767 0.6314 0.6840 0.7377 0.7973 
8 0.4345 0.5027 0.5581 0.6078 0.6549 0.7015 0.7497 0.8041 
9 0.4274 0.4912 0.5428 0.5887 0.6317 0.6735 0.7154 0.7595 0.8096 
10 0.4214 0.4815 0.5299 0.5727 0.6126 0.6508 0.6886 0.7269 0.7677 0.8143 
Table 6.3.2 : Variance of the concomitant of order statistics 
>tl = 1.0000 ^2 = •• 0000 X3 = 1.0000 & a = 2.0000 
n \ r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 0.1073 
2 0.0976 0.1052 
3 0.0971 0.0892 0.1091 
4 0.0984 0.0854 0.0892 0.1137 
5 0.1002 0.0850 0.0826 0.0916 0.1181 
6 0.1020 0.0858 0.0804 0.0830 0.0946 0.1221 
7 0.1037 0.0871 0.0800 0.0792 0.0846 0.0978 0.1257 
8 0.1053 0.0885 0.0804 0.0777 0.0796 0.0867 0.1009 0.1288 
9 0.1068 0.0900 0.0813 0.0773 0.0772 0.0808 0.0891 0.1039 0.1316 
10 0.1081 0.0914 0.0823 0.0776 0.0760 0.0777 0.0824 0.0915 0.1066 0.1342 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS FROM BIVARIATE 
PARETO DISTRIBUTION 
7.1. Introduction 
Let (X., Y.), i = 1, 2, . . . ,n be n pairs of independent random 
variables from bivariate Pareto distribution (Johnson and Kotz, 
1972) with distribution function (df) 
bP aP aP bP 
F(x,y) = 1 yP xP (bx + ay - ab)P 
p > 0 , x > a > 0 , y > b > 0 
(7.1.1) 
and p r o b a b i l i t y dens i ty ' f u n c t i o n (pdf) 
p (p+1) (ab)P'^^ 
f ( x , y ) = 
(bx + ay - ab)P'^^ 
p > 0 , x > a > 0 , y > b > 0 
(7.1.2) 
The condi t ional pdf of Y, g i v e n X i s 
a (p+1) (bx)P*^ 
f (ylx) = ,• y > b > 0 
(bx + ay - a b ) P * ^ 
(7.1.3) 
The marginal df of X i s 
aP 
F(x) = 1 ; x > a > 0 (7.1.4) 
xP 
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and the marginal pdf of X is 
paP 
f (X) = —— ; X > a > 0 (7.1.5) 
xP^^ 
Expressions for the single and joint pdf for the r^^ and s^ h 
concomitants of ordered statistics from bivariate Pareto 
distribution are obtained and their single and product moments 
are derived. Further, we have computed means and product moments 
for n = 1 (1) 10 and have checked the accuracy of the calculation 
by the relations (1.3.16) and (1.3.17). 
The part of the result is contained in Begum & Khan (1998) . 
7.2. Probability Density Function of Y, , 
For bivariate Pareto distribution with distribution function 
(7.1.1), the pdf of the first order statistic, in view of (1.1.1) 
for r=l is 
fl.j^ (x) = n [l-F(x)]^"^ f (X) 
P 
a^ -vn-1 pa 
np 
; X > a > 0 
{ . vii j. el




and the pdf of the first concomitant of the order statistic, in 
view of (1.3.1) for r=l is 
g , (y) = f f (ylx) f^  .„(x) dx [l:n] J i:n 
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*? a ep+l) (bx)P'^ ^ np a^P 
dx 
i (bx + ay - ab)P^2 ^np+l 
OS 
= np a^P^^ (p+l) bP^^ J x-(^P-P) (bx+ay-ab)-(P^2) ^ 
(7.2.2) 
Let t = x-a, then the R.H.S of (7.2.2) reduces to 
00 
= np a'^ P^ ^ (p.l) b-^ f (a.t)-<"P-P> (t . - y) " ^ '^^ ^ dt 
(7.2.3) 
On using the relation (1.4.27) in (7.2.3), after simplification, 
we get 
np-p , 1 b_y np (p+1) bP 1 
g (y) = . F 
tl:n] (np+1) p+l 2 1 np+2 
y > b > 0 
(7.2.4) 
We now prove that g (y) dy = l. 
J [l:n] 
We have, 
f ^  . . , f np (p+i) bP 1 
I g (y) dy = I - F 
J [l:n] J (np+1) p+i 2 1 
np-p , 1 b-y 
np+2 ' b 
dy 
np (p+l) bP 
(np 
-1) b^ r 1 
+1) j .D+l 2 1 
b y 
T J. / Jul —1 
(np+1) ^ ,„^ .-,x _. ,.r 
np-p / 1 b-y 
np+2 ' ^ 
r 
dv 
np (p+l) bP ; ("P-P)r (^ )r '^^ ^ "r (^ ,i, 
^ ' y P^ -"^  (y-b)" dy 
r=0 (np+2)^ r! b"- ^ 
Employing (1.4.26) in (7.2.5), we can write 
(7.2.5) 
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n (p.l) ; ^'^P-P^ (l)r^(^^^> -^^ ^ r(p-r) 
(np+l) 
r=0 
(np+2)^ r! r(p) 
Now using relation (1.4.6) in (7.2.6), then it becomes 
I (np+l) ^ (np+2)^ (1-p)^ r! 
r=0 ^ ^ 
n (p+1) 
F 
np-p, 1, 1 
np+2, 1-p (np+l) 
On applying (1.4.15), we get 
np-p , 1 
; 1 
= n 2F1 
1-p 
; 1 
= 1, in view of (1.4.10) 
Thus the pdf of Y, , is 
[r:n] 
9 . ,(y) = [r:n] 
n 
,1 , ' •"'""""'(;: ; ] (") ' , . : . ,"• i=n-r+l 
( 3^)i-"-^^-l f i - l l fnl iP (p+1) b^ 1 
i = n - r + l -^ J ^ J y 
ip-p . 1 b-y 
F 
2 1 ip+2 b 
The same expression for g 




y > b > 0 
(y) is obtained if we 
(7.2.8) 
derive 




/i = f y^ g (y) d-




k np (p+1) b^ 1 
(np+l) yP+1 2 1 
np-p , 1 b-y 
np+2 ' ^ 
dy 
nr^  /r..-,^ K P " ,X " (np-p)^ (D^ [ (b-y)/b] "^  
np (P-H) b^ r (p+i-k) y ^ ^ dy 
+1) J ^ - ~> . (np+l) r=0 (np+2)j^  r! 
„p,p.., ^  ; <nP-P'.'^'r'->-^"^.,p...„,^_^,r^^ 
(np+l) X v-I 
r^ O (np+2) J. r! b' ^ 
(7.3.1) 
Now using relation (1.4.26) and (1.4.6), we get, after 
simplification 
.k " 
y ^ 1 
^ (np+2)„ (1-P+) 
np (p+l) b' (np-p)j. (1)^ {1)^ 
(np+l) (p-k) ^ (np+2)^ (1-p+k)^ r!^ 
r=0 ^ ^ 
np (p+l) b"^  
,F. 
(np+l) (p-k) 3 2 
np-p, 1, 1 
np+2, 1-p+k ; 1 
..(7.3.2) 
By employing (1.4.15) in (7.3.2), then it becomes 
k 
np b 
(p-k) 3 2 
k -p , np-p, 1 
; 1 . ( 7 . 3 . 3 ) 
-p , k-p+1 
Fur ther a p p l y i n g (1 .4 .18 ) , (1.4.10) and ( 1 . 4 . 6 ) , we ge t , a f t e r 
s i m p l i f i c a t i o n 
]^ 
(k) J, _ r ( k + l ) r(l+p-«) r(np-p+f) r (np-k) 
U^ , = npb*^ > ; ; ; p > k [ l :n ] *^  ^ r(k+l-£) r ( l+p) r ( n p - p ) r(np-k+i+£) ^ 
^=0 
. . ( 7 . 3 . 4 ) 





[ r :n] I <-) i - n+r -1 
i = n - r + l 
i - 1 





[ l : i ] 
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Table 7.3.1 : Mean of the concomitant of order statistics 
b-1.0000 & p = 3.0000 
n \ r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 1.5000 
2 1.4000 1.6000 
3 1.3750 1.4500 1.6750 
4 1.3636 1.4091 1.4909 1.7364 
5 1.3571 1.3896 1.4383 1.5260 1.7890 
6 1.3529 1.3782 1.4125 1.4641 1.5569 1.8354 
7 1.3500 1.3706 1.3971 1.4331 1.4873 1.5847 1.8771 
8 1.3478 1.3652 1.3867 1.4143 1.4519 1.5085 1.6102 1.9153 
9 1.3462 1.3612 1.3793 1.4016 1.4303 1.4693 1.5281 1.6336 1.9505 
10 1.3448 1.3581 1.3737 1.3923 1.4155 1.4451 1.4856 1.5463 1.6554 1.9833 
n 
I (-1) i - n + r - 1 i - 1 n - r n i 
i=n-r+l 
r{i+p-«) r(ip-p+o r(ip-k+i) 
ip b"^  ^ r ( k + l ) 
(ip-k) ^ r { k + l -
«=0 I) 
r{i+p) r i i p - p ) r ( ip -k+ i+£) 
I t may be noted he re t h a t 
n 
Z ( l) nbp t^. , = = n E(Y) ; p > 1 r : n ] p - i ^ 




r = l 
nb^p 
[ r :n ] p-2 = n E(Y^) p > 2 









r = l 
n 
I 
i = n - r + l 
( • 
X-








[i-lj (ip-k) ^ (k+l)_^ (ip-k+1)^ 
(p-k) 
p * k (7.3.8) 
and for k=l, 
V V i-n+r-1 [i-ij n-l] 1 ^ ^ 




7.4. Joint Distribution of Two Concomitants Yfj-.^ i *"** ^ fs'nl 
For the bivariate Pareto distribution with pdf (7.1.2), we have 
from equation (1.1.6) 
C a^ -xr-l /• a^ a^ -xs-r-l 
x^ x^ x^ 
•^ 1 -^ 1 ^2 
^(n-s)p p2 ^2p 
(n-s)p p+1 p+1 
-^ 2 1 2 
= C^ „ „ a 
r, s :n 
r-l s-r-1 










and from equation (1,3.3) 
(7.4.1) 
9r 1(yi'y2^ = f [ 
[r,s:n] 1 -^  J J 
2 a (p+1) (bx^) a (p+1) (bx2) p+1 
a a (t'Xi + ^Yi - ab)P'^ (bx2 + ay^ - ab)^'^ 
r-l s-r-1 
C a 
r, s :n 









np-sp+jp+p+i ip+sp-rp-jp+l -i- ^ 
r-1 s-r-1 
i=0 j=0 ^ ^ 
s-r-1 
J 
.iP I (bx,+ay,-ab)P*2 ^np-sp 
^2-^2 
- ^ I(x y )] dx 
+:P L J 
. . (7.4.2) 
whe e, Kx^, y^) = j dx. 
= A 
•/3 
a (bx^^ay^-ab)P^2 ^ip.sp-rp-p-jp 1 
(1 + - X,) '^  dx, (7.4.3) 
with a = i p + s p - r p - p - j p , /3 = p+2 , & A = ay^ - ab 
By us ing the r e l a t i o n (1 .4 .23) in (7 .4 .3 ) , i t becomes 
-P 
k=0 
" (-1)^ (b/A)^ O ) , ^ 2 
k! J ^'""' - 1 
we have, after simplification 
^ » (-1)^ (b/A)^ O ) , 
i (x , , y j = x-^ j ; 
'2' •'I' 





Now putting the value of (7.4.4) in (7.4.2) and using the 
relation (1.4.23), we get 
= ^r,s:n a^P-^^P-2 ^2p.2 ^ 2 ^^^^^2 Y ' ^  ' (.1) 
i=0 j=0 
i+D r •\ r-
i 
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^ - ^ - H a^P X-^ 6-^ 
« O ) ^ ( - b / A ) ^ " O ) ^ {-b/6)^ 
I k! (-a+k+1) 
k=0 «=0 
I I £! 
j[- ( a+r -k -e -1 ) ^ - ( a - k - i ) -{r-D 2 ' ^ 2 dx. 
r -1 s - r - l 
= C^ „ „ a r , s :n 
s - r - l 
np-rp+p+2 v,2p+2 ^2 p^  ,p.l,^  I I i-v'*^ (-^ ) 
i=0 j=0 
« O ) , (-b/A)'^  " O ) . (-b/5)' 







with y = np-sp+jp , & 5 = ay.-ab 
Putting the value of a, p, A, y & 5 and again letting p+2 = ^, 
sp-np-jp+l = d and rp-ip-np+p+2 = y in (7.4.5), we obtain 
r-1 s-r-l 







^ b -xk r h i,t 








Now applying (1,4.3), (1.4.7) and (1.4.8) in (7.4.6), we get 
i=0 j=0 







(y^-b)^ (Ys-b)^ k=0 >'! I ^ £=0 
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(d) (7) l+k 
d (d+1)^ 7 (y+D^^k 
i=0 j=0 
1 1 1 
i + : r '\ r 
r - l 
i 
s - r - 1 
J 
( y ^ - b ) ^ (y^-^)^ "^ '' 
CO 00 ( r ) j^^ . 0 ) j (d)j (Pl,^ (b /Cb-y^ l ) (b / lb -y^) ) 
£+k ^ ! k! 
Therefore, 
g 
r - l s - r - l 
tr i=0 j=0 
s-r- l l J ^ 1 
^ J J d y 
i+D r - l 
i 
1: 2 ; 1 
1 : 1 ; 0 
(y^-b)^ (y2-b)^ 
y : 13 , d ; p ; b 
r+ l : d+1 ; 
b < y ^ , y2 < « 
. _ . b-y2 b -y^ 
(7 .4 .7) 
with p = p+2 , d = sp-np- jp+1 , & y = rp-ip-np+p+2 
We have checked t h a t f | g iV-, lY-,) dy- dy_ = l . 
J J [ r , s : n ] 1-^2 -^1 ^2 
7.5 . Product Moments of Two Concomitants Y. , and Y, 
[ r : n ] [ s :n] 
Product moments of two concomitants Y, , and Yr i i s given by 
l r : n ] [s nj ^ •' 
u V 
Y Y 
Mr :n ] ^ [ s : n ] 
r f U V 
= y, y^ g . , (y-i .y ,) dy 
J J 1 2 [ r , s : n ] 1 ^ 1 
dy. 
b b 
r - l s - r - 1 
= C b 
r , s : n 
2p+2 2 p - (p+l^' ' Y 1 <-l> 
i=0 j=0 
i + J r - l 
i 
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s - r - 1 
J 
1 : 2 ; 1 
1 : 1 ; 0 
00 00 
U V 
d y J J ' 1 ^ 2 
b b 
«0 OD 
( y ^ - b ) ^ ( y 2 - ^ ) ^ 
r : p , d ; /3 ; 
T + l : d + 1 ; - ; b - y 2 b - Y i 
d y ^ d y 2 
r - 1 s - r - 1 
= C b 
r , s : n 
s - r - 1 
2p+2 2 p2 ( p + l ) 2 ^ ^ ( -1) 1+3 r - 1 i 
V. J 
00 OO 00 00 
i = 0 j = 0 
d y _ _ 
b b «=0 k = 0 
£ k 
{y)^^k ^ ^ ^ ^^^£ ^"^^k ( b / ( b - y 2 ) ) ( b / ( b - y ^ ) ) 
d y ^ d y 2 ( y + i ) , , „ ( d . i ) , £! k ! 
( 7 . 5 . 1 ) 
H e n c e , b y e m p l o y i n g ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) i n ( 7 . 5 . 1 ) , we c a n w r i t e 
r - 1 s - r - 1 
• -2 p 2 ( p . 1 , 2 I I , . i ) i * 
i = 0 j = 0 
= C b 
r , s : n 
r "\ 
r - 1 
i 
V J 
s - r - 1 1 7 V o ; ^-"h ^^h ^'^h {b/<b-y2)) 
— y (y^-b)"'^ y 
b £=0 * * 
y ( y , - b ) ^ y d y , d y . 
J 1 1 ^ (y + l + £ ) . k ! 1 2 
b k=0 ^ 
r - 1 s - r - 1 
= C b 
r , s : n 
s - r - 1 
J 
2p+2 2 p"' ( p + 1 ) ^ ^ \ ( -1) 
i = 0 j = 0 
i+D r - 1 
i 
V. J 
(y)^ (|S)^ ( d ) ^ ( b / ( b - y 2 ) ) 00 00 
T— [ y^ (y.,-b)"^ y ^ ^ -
d y J ^ 2 "^2 L (y + i ) ( d + 1 ) , t\ 
r u b ) - ^ , F ^ 
/3, y+£ b 
y + l+£ ' b - y ^ 
dy^ dy_ ( 7 . 5 . 2 ) 
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Now u s i n g ( 1 . 4 . 1 2 ) , ( 1 . 4 . 1 8 ) , ( 1 . 4 . 2 0 ) and i n t e g r a t i n g & 
s i m p l i f y i n g , we g e t a f t e r a l e n g t h y c a l c u l a t i o n , 
r - 1 s - r - 1 
E u V 
^ [ r : n ] ^ [ s : n ] = C p r , s : n ^ 
u 
(p+l)2 I I (-1) i+D r - 1 i 
' s - r - l ] ^n y ^ ( u + l ) 1 
J ^ r ( u + l - k ) ( p + l - u + k ) 
i = 0 j = 0 
r ( d - A ) 
•^^ I 
k=0 
r ( v + i ) 
^=o 
k 
^ ( v + l - ^ ) ^(^+l) (p+i-v+«) 
{ I (-1) m ^(k+l-m+^) r { A - p + v + l - i - k ) 
m=0 
r(d-A+l+m) r ( k + l - m ) r (A-^+v+2-m) 
( -1) k+1 ni+i) r ( d - p + v + i - £ ) }•• 
r(d-A+k+i) r(i) r(d-p+v+2) 
w i t h d = s p - n p - j p + 1 , r = r p - i p - n p + p + 2 , 
^ = p+2 and A = y - ^ + u + l . 
(7.5.3) 
We have also obtained |LI, , = E 
ir,s:n] 
[^[r:n] ^[s:n]] i 
and have verified that (7.5.3) reduces to u [r,s:n] 
ndependently 
at u = 1 = V. 
The simplified expression is 
r-1 s-r-1 
i+D r-1 
i ^[r,s:n] = Cr,s:n^ P ^P^^) I I ^'^^ 
i=0 j=0 
1 r 1 r ^ (13-2) ^ 
(y+2-^-d) ^ ((3-2) (d+2-/3) 1 •"  •" O-i) (d+l-|3) J 
^ 1 r ^ (P-2) ^ 
O-l) (d+2-^) (y+l-/3-d) 1 •"• •*• O-i) {d+l-|3) J 






O-l) (r+3-2|3) (y+4-2/3) 
1 
(^ -1) (r+3-2/3) (y+i-^-d) 
{ 1 + 20-2) } 
{ 
O-l) (y+2-2^) 
0-2) ^ ^ 
1. -— }} (/3-1) (y+2-2/S) 
(7.5.4) 
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with p = p+2 , d = sp-np-jp+1 and y = rp-ip-np+p+2 
This is done to do\ably insure that the expressions given in 
(7.5.3) are correct. 
Also, a t u = 0 or v = 0 , (7.5.3) gives the single moments of 
concomitant of order statistics, 
Further, we have calculated the product moments in Table 7.5.1, 
which satisfies the relation (1,3.17), implying again that 
(7.5.3) is correct. 
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